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Paducah
Symphony
to play WBC
in Murray
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Wnter
he Paducah Symphony
Orchestra will play a concert on Saturday in
Murray as part of their Stained
Glass Concert Senes.
The performance will begin at
7:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist
Church at 207 Robertson Rd. As
part of the symphony's -Touch
of Class-ical" program, conductor Raffaele Ponti will speak
informally to the audience at 7
p.m. about the program. The
program
will consist of
Beethoven's
"Seventh
Symphony" and Cherubini's
"Sinfonia in D major."
P
S
0
Executive
D irector
D arlene
Dreyer
said
the
Murray
concert was
part one of the
Stained Glass
Concerts,
Pooti
which
is
designed
to
reach farther into surrounding
communities and break down
barriers by playing in local
churches or venues that are
alternatives to the symphony's
home at the Luther F. Carson
Four Rivers Center. The second
part of the series will take place
on March 19. 2011 ar Paducah's
First Baptist Church.
Dreyer said Westside Baptist

Dems expect
Senate losses
but hope to
keep control

T

TOM BERRY / Ledger & Times

Trail of Treats

Thousands ot little ghouls and goblins, fairies and spooks, as well as an assortment
of superheroes, packed
Chestnut Street Park Satuday night for the park's department's annual Trail of
Treats event. Friendly volunteers
handed out candy and other good things to the youngsters. They also had a chance
to get their picture taken
for free by volunteers from The Journey Church.

111 See Page 3A
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Senate candidates
make lots of stops
on final weekend

-10s
40S

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
PH1LPOT. Ky. -- Democrat Jack
Conway predicted a strong closing run by
his underdog campaign in Kentucky's U.S.
Senate race, vowing Saturday to break
thmugh attacks from outside conservative
groups.
"I think I've earned a reputation as a closer," Conway said at a stop in western
Kentucky. "I think people are coming over

40s

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 71.
Monday Night: A slight
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy. with a low around 47.
Tuesday: A slight chance of
showers Partly sunny, with a
high near 63
Night:
Tuesday
Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 43.
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 58
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Local youth inspiration
to those around him
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
site tor the Dystrophic
Staff Writer
Epidermolysis
Bullosa
A local boy with a rare Research
Association of
genetic skin disease and his Amenca. There is no cure, and
family are trying to raise the most severe forms of EB
awareness of the disease while cause patients to live with conshowing, by example, that one stant Frain and scarring.
can be happy regardless of illThe worst forms of EB lead
ness.
to eventual disfigurement. dis1)fler Jones, 14, was born ability and sometimes even
with Epiderniolysis Bullosa early death. the website report(EB). which is a rare genetic ed. EB sufferers are someskin disease that causes the times referred to as "butterfly
skin to be so fragile that the children" because their skin is
slightest friction can cause fragile like a butterfly's wing.
severe blistering-inside and About one in 50010 babies in
outside the lxidy, according to
debra.org. the advocacy web- •See Page 2A
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By CHARLES I3ABINGTON
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP)
Republicans
are poised to dramatically shrink the
Democrats' Senate majority and further
complicate President Barack Obama's
agenda, even if they fall short of seizing
control of the 100-member chamber
Republicans must pick up 10 seats to
regain the majority they lost four years
ago. Analysts in both parties consider that
a tough task. The GOP would have to win
every toss-up race, plus score upsets in
California, Washington or perhaps
Connecticut; Obaina coasted in those
states in 2008.
Republicans seem almost cenain to pick
up Senate seats in North Dakota and
Indiana
where veteran Democrats ard
retiring — and in Arkansas. where two;
term Sen. Blanche Lincoln consistently
has trailed Republican John Bootman
polls. Obama lost Arkansas by 20 percentl
age points in 2008.
These races could have long-term implit
cations because Democrats may have trout(
ble retaking those Senate seats six years
and 12 years from now.
Democrats privately acknowledge they,
have slim chances of winning any GOPheld seats this year, despite earlier hopes in
Ohio. New Hampshire. Missouri and
Kentucky. Republicans are reveling in

▪ See Page 7A
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Tyier Jones stands with Murray High School Principal Teresa Speed. at right, and Coach
Steve Duncan, with his mother. Rachelle, behind him.
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•Youth...
From Front
the United States is born with
some type of EB.
Oct. 25-31 was National tE131
1Veek. and Tyler and his mother.
Rachelle Jones. said they would
he selling purple Debra wnst
hands at the Nov. 5 Mun-ay
High School football playoff
game to raise awareness about
the disease and to iaise money
for Debra of America to fund

Murray I.edger & hints
research for a cure.
Rachelle said Tyler's EB is ot
a ariety that is less severe than
some of the more life-threatening forms of the disease. hut ti
still affects every aspect of his
life. She said Tyler will (sc.:asionally wake up to find unexplained blisters on his arrns anti
has calluses on his hands and
legs. She said he couldn't walk
until he was 6 and that she and
her husband constantly had to
wrap his legs in plastic for protection. The calluses on his

hands cause his digits to fuse
together, making it difficult to
spread his fingers. Although
Rachelle said surgery on Tyler's
hands was planned to make
using them easier, constant
maintenance and physical therapy will he necessary to make
sure the surgery's effects last.
While pain and discomfort are
things children who have EB
cope with every day, they and
their families also have to worry.
about how tears to the skin will
affect other aspects of their

Re-Elect

ROBERT
BILLINGTON, JR.
Murray City Council
I would like to take this opportunity to say
"Thank You"for your support during
my, three terms.
It has been both an honor and a privilege
to serve you!
As I seek my 4th term, I askfor your continued
support in the November 2nd Election.

#10 On The Ballot
P.tid

or B; (_,indulate

.
0 1 PLEASE VOTE 404D

DON CHERRY
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT #2
PROVEN BUSINESS/COMMUNITY LEADER
I PLEDGE TO:
BE A GOOD STEWARD WITH TF1E EXPENDffURES
• OF YOUR TAX DOLLARS.

1

, WORK HARD REPRESENTING YOU AND YOUR
e COMMUNITY NEEDS.
• REPRESENT AU. VOTERS EQUALLY.
% HOLD COMMUNITY TOWN HAU. MEETINGS.
% FORTY YEARS OF RETAIL MANAGEMENT, EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE AND
EXPERIENCE IN SETTING BUDGETS, CUTTING EXPENSES, WORKING WITH
EMPLOYEE AND CUSTOMERS STORE MANAGER FOR KROGER FOOD STORES
LAST TWENTY EIGHT YEARS. KROGER GROUP MANAGER OVER MULTIPLE
STORIES LAST SEVEN YEARS
etwILEAPERIENCE;
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. BOARD. COMMITTEES, AND PRESIDENT.
% STATE MAKE A WISH BOARD
.% MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
% CHURCH PERSONNEL COMMITTEE, CHAIRMAN
. CHURCH BUILDING COMMITTEE. CHAIRMAN.
. ATTENDED BOTH MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL AND MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
•
% MEMBER OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. MURRAY, KY
% SON OF LATE 'MAYOR BILL" AND GENE CHERRY. BROTHER DEAN. SISTERS CINDY
AND PAT CHERRY

MUCH OF MY LIFE HAS BEEN WORKING WITH AND SERVING THE PUBLIC.
I ASK FOR YOUR VOTE SO THAT I MAY REPRESENT YOU
THANKS FOR YOUR VOTE.- DON CHERRY
Paid for by Don Cherry

health. Rachelle said .secondary
infections are the leading cause
of death among EB sufferers.
Despite the challenges Tyler
faces, Rachelle and his mentors
at school say. he is one of the
happiest children they know.
MHS football coach Steve
Duncan teaches Tyler in math
and said he is a very hard worker. Duncan said, though. that he
has known Tyler for a long time
because he has always been a
die-hard MHS football fan.
Tyler's brother. Robbie. is now a
senior on the team. but Rachelle
said they had been going to
games for years. She said Tyler
hadn't missed a game in three
years, both home and away. and
can usually be heard from the
stands yelfing advice at the players. So why does he go to every
game, no matter what?
"I make them win," Tyler said
matter-of-factly.
Duncan said Tyler is always
there waiting when the team
gets off the bus, and team members prize his loyalty, adding
that they recently dedicated a
game to him. He said it is amazing how bravely Tyler deals with
his pain every day. and he is
never without a smile on his
fax. Whenever one of Duncan's
athletes complains about a small
blister on his finger or something else relatively minor, he
reminds them of Tyler's tenacity.
"If I could have that attitude in
all my football players, we
would never lose; he's tough,"
Duncan said.
MHS Principal Teresa Speed
said that educators who work
with teenagers are always having to neat with apathy. but not
with Ty/er. She said several seniors who are interested in the
career field of health and occupational therapy act as peer
tutors to Tyler, helping him with
class work and carrying his
books. She said that Tyler is an
inspiration for these students
and anyone who knows how
courageous he is.
"Teenagers have this mentality
that nothing ever happens to
them. and that it's the end of the
world when it does," Speed said.
—To see someone deal with (E.B)
on a daily basis puts their own
troubles in perspective."
Rachelle said that when she
and her husband adopted Tyler,
they had never heard of EB.
When people learn that Tyier
was adopted, they sometimes
say how good of them is was to
adopt him, but Rachelle has
never looked at it that way.
"God blessed me with him, not
the other way around," she said.

Ky. launches new
child ID initiative
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Kentucky. has begun a new initiative to protect children.
A statement from Lt. Gov.
Daniel Mongiardo's office says
students in kindergarten through
third grade will receive a child
identification kit through their
schools.
The kit provides parents with a
way. of collecting identifiable
information from their child,
including fingerprints, DNA,physical characteristics and a picture. It
can be stored at home. but given to
law. enforcement if there is an
emergency..
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TOM BERRY/Staff Writer
Hundreds of Murray-Calloway County residents flocked to
Make A Difference Day at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday
morning to take part in the bi-annual recycling effort. New this
time around was the E-Scrap collect intended to recycle or
properly dispose of computers. cell phones and other electronic devices.

'Make A Difference' results announced
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Organizer Bill Wells reports
the 78th Make a Difference Day
Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium was an astounding success with at least a few new
records set.
According to Wells, 575 vehicles passed through the line
donating 1109 inkjet printer
cartridges were collected. a
record, as well as 25 gallons of
prescription drugs, also a
record.
Other collections include 50

cell phones, 80() pounds of aluminum cans, 35 tons of paper.
220 gallons of oil, 200 pounds
of clothing, and 3,900 pounds
of glass. About 250 pounds ot
batteries and 4,000 pounds ot
books were also donated.
Over the life of the program.
9.581 inkjet eartridge.;, 20.783
eyeglasses, 1,661 cell phones,
96,400 pounds of aluminum
cans, 2.511 tons of paper.
I 5,240 gallons of oil, 177.5 gallons of prescription drugs,
79,850 pounds of clothing have
been donated to the cause.

Kentucky

News in- Bnef
Soft-spoken 18-year-old American wins Miss World
BEIJING (AP) — The newest Miss World is from Kentucky.
Alexandria Mills, a soft-spoken 18- year-old from Louisville, was
named the winner in Saturday night's contest in southem China.
lhe tall blonde was a relative surprise winner after speculation
focused on other contestants.
Second place went to Ernma Wateus of Botswana, and Adriana
Vasini of Venezuela came third. The host country's own contestant,
Tang Xiao. also was among the final five.
"It's a cliche but this really is a dream come true," Mills said in a
news release from contest organizers. "I can't believe it's happening to me. My time has come. I'm loving it!'
According to a brief biography on the Miss World website, Mills
recently graduated from high school and woud like to become a
teacher. She is a vegetarian and enjoys traveling, photography and
playing the French hoin.
"I've never met a stranger and enjoy meeting new people," she
says in the bio.

Religious undercurrent runs through Senate race
LONDON. Ky.(API — Though the fervor has died down, religion remains an issue in Kentucky's U.S. Senate race long after
Republican Rand Paul was accused of idol worship and Democrat
Jack Conway was called on to repent.
To Bible Belt voters. religion matters, as Paul and Conway
learned afresh in one of the most closely watched races in the
nation. And. while the candidates have moved on to other issues,
the religious blowup remained on the ininds of voters in the final
days of the campaign.
The latest revival of the issue has come in a last-minute round of
automated calls to voters paid for by a group opposing Paul.
The call was paid for by the Kentucky Leadership Council, led
by retired Marine Lt. Col. Andrew Home. According to the Center
for Responsive Politics, the group has spent more than S130,000
since mid-October to oppose Paul Home is a Louisville attomey
who ran unsuccessfully for Congress as a Democrat in 2006.
The call accuses Paul of mocking Jesus Christ and Chnstians,
repeating published claims from an anonymous woman about Paul
when he was in college. Home said it wasn't an attack on Paul's
faith. but a reminder for voters of his past conduct.

Paul supporter charged with assault
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The central Kentucky man who was
videotaped stepping on a woman outside a U.S. Senate debate has
been charged with misdemeanor assault
Tim Profitt and other supporters of Republican Rand Paul were
filmed restraining a woman attempting to give the candidate a
mock award. The Lexington Herald-Leader reports Profitt will go
before a district judge in Lexington on Nov. 18 on a fourth-degree
assault charge.
A criminal summons says Profitt 'intentionally placed his foot
on the shoulder/head region on the victim."
The Paul campaign dropped the 53-year-old Profitt as a coordinator in Bourbon County after the incident.
Paul's opponent. Democrat Jack Conway, has used the incident
to criticize Paul and state Democrats used the footage in a TV ad.

Fort Campbell soldier dies in Afghanistan

FORT CAMP,BELL. Ky..(APi --- A Fort Campbell soldier has
been killed in Afghanistan.
The Department of Defense announced on Saturday that Spc.
Pedro Maldonado, of Houston, died on Oct. 29 in Kandalay of
wounds suffered when insurgents attacked his unit with mcketpropelled grenades and small arms fire.
The 20-year-old was assigned to the 1st Battalion, 502nd
Infantry Regiment. 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 10Ist Airbome
Division

3juveniles accused of breaking headstones

OWENSBORO.
AP)--- Three juveniles were arrested after
police said they broke and defaced several headstones at a family
cemetery in Daviess County.
According to a news release from Kentucky State Police. the
juveniles knocked over several headstones. broke a 6 foot tall
headstone and scratched profanities into other headstones. They
were also jumping up and down on the headstones.
The incident occurred on Saturday at around 2 p.m. The juveniles, who are from Owensboro and Mace° were cited and
released to their legal guardians.
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Owensboro looking to create bluegrass center
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
on bluegrass began 25 years ago
OWENSBORO. Ky. — City when what was then the
officials are hoping to move the Owensboro-Day less
County
world's only bluegrass museum Tourist Commission launched
a
to a new site and create an entire drive to create a bluegrass
festibluegrass music'center around val. a professional bluegrass
tr.
association, a convention. an
"This could be the biggest awards show and a museum.
thing we do downtown," Mayor
The tounst commission was a
Ron Payne said of the proposal founding member of the
to move the International International Bluegrass Music
Bluegrass Music Museum into a Association that fall and perstate office building and expand suaded the organization to move
it . into the
International its headquarters from Nashville.
Bluegrass Music Center.
Tenn., to Owensboro the followThe center would feature an ing year. It moved back to
indoor/outdoor stage. shops. and Nashville in 2(X)2, the same year
a barbecue restaurant. according the museum opened full time.
to the Owensboro MessengerA feasibility study with a
Inquirer.
breakdown of the costs of turnThe w:estern Kentucky city: is ing the state office building into
a fitting spot for the center. Bill the proposed music center won't
Monme,known as "the father of be ready until March.
bluegrass rnusic," was born and
But Payne still wants the
is buried in Rosine. about 40 museum's board of trustees at its
miles southeast of Owensboro.
Nov. 6 meeting to approve in
The city's drive to capitalize theory:: relocating to the state

From Front
to our side."
Meanwhile Paul claimed his
side had the momentum in the
contentious campaign. and tried
to tap into voter discontent with
the nation's direction set by
Democrats. notably President
Barack Obama.
"The leadership we have in
Washington is doing about
everything wrong." Paul said
during a stop in London in
southeastern Kentucky. "It's
because their vision for the
country is not our vision for the
country."
Both candidates had multiple
stops during a busy day of campaigning on the final Saturday
before Tuesday's election.
Conway made a whirlwind
tour of western Kentucky. starting the day in Bowling Green —
Paul's hotnetown. He called the
region a key' battleground in a
race that has drawn considerable
nanonal attention.
In Philpot, Conway told
reporters that an alliance with
ties to Republican strategist
Kalil Rove has tried to undercut
him by "wearing out the radios
and the phones and the mailboxes with their special interest,
undisclosed money."
But there is spending from
outside groups against Paul, too,
such as a last-minute round of
automated calls to voters that
appear to be paid for by a group
opposing Pau:, questioning his
religious faith. Conway's campaign said it did not make or
authorize the calls, which the
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A drawing of the center also
shows a giant musical instrument against the building. It
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would be similar to the 12ofoot. 68.(100-pound bat outside

EXPECT WORE VOTE 24

the Louisville Slugger Museum
& Factory in Louisa. ille, said
Barry Alberts. managing panner

Read the Want Ads Daily

of CityVisions.

III Lots of stops...

e round of

who was
ebate has

office building. three blocks
west of the current site.
"All we can do now is just
give them our blessing to keep
going forward on it." Terry:
Woodward. vice chairman of the
museum board, said recently.
"We can't make a commitment
until we have better numbers on
what it's going to cost."
A preliminary drawing by:
CityVisions Associates of
Louisville, which is working on
plans for the center. shows the
parking lot of the state office
building covered in grass with
seating space available for about
,(X)0 people.
The plans also feature an
indoor/outdoor stage and space
for a barbecue restaurant.
clothing store and an instrument
store.
'A lot of people come here for
bluegrass and barbecue. and
having them in the same place
would be good." said Gabrielle

VOTE

Church WaS chosen because ot' its
sanctuary's beautiful setting and
because it was large enough to hold
the 37-piece chamber orchestra.
Dreyer encouraged attendees to
come to the pre-concert chat with
Ponti. who wa.s introduced in Apni
as the replacement to longtime conductor Jordan Tang. She descnhed
Ponti as 'charming and dy•namic"
and said he had made many educational public presentations around
the region since becoming conductor.
The concert will also give locals a
chance to donate to the MurrayHospital's
County
Calloway
planned Residential Hospice House
through a partnership between the
Murray-Calloway
PS() and
Endowment for Healthcare called
"Music for a Cause."'The PSO will
donate S5 of every ticket sold
toward the project when patrons
order tickets and mention the
phrase "Residential Hospice
House."
"The funds raised through this
'Music for a Cause' program will
Murray-Calloway
the
assist
Endowment for Healthcare in raising funds to support the S3.7 million for the construction of the
Residential Hospice House that will
benefit fainilies throughout our
region," a press release said. "The
Endowment is approximately
S750,000 short of reaching the goal
to break ground on the Hospice
House. Current funding for the
Residential Hospice House has
come from fundraisers and community donations."
For tickets to the concert or more
inforination, call (2701444-0065 or
visit www.paducithsymphonyorg.

Paul
campaign
called especially made gains with
"deplorable."
women voters. He spoke in
To build his credentials with favor of equal pay for equal
conservatives, Conway is point- w:ork and health
coverage of
ing to his 'A' rating from the
mammograms for those age 40
National Rifle Association and
or older without copays.
his opposition to cap-and-trade
"We're seeing a lot of women
legislation. That measure would
set limits on carbon dioxide pol- really run to our side here in the
lution but allow companies to last week," Conway said.
Democrats have tried to capipollute more by paying for it
and buying pollution credits talize on a high-profile scuffle
from cleaner companies.
involving Paul supporters and a
Paul, a tea party favorite, female liberal activist before a
stressed his limited government debate Monday night
in
beliefs. He said the economic
Lexington. The woman was
recovery needs to spring up
pulled to the ground and then
from the private sector, unfettered by government interfer- stepped on by a Paul supporter.
Conway held his I 5-month
ence.
"1 have faith in people, indi- daughter in his right arm and
vidual entrcpreneurs, business- greeted voters with his left hand
men and women," Paul said.
during the campaign stop.
Paul kept up his criticism of
the federal health care overhaul
and banking regulatory law
championed by °barna. He
promised to stand up for the coal
industry and also criticized the
cap-and-trade approach.
"We need to stand up and do
something." Paul said. "I think
this election we've got a great
FORT CA M PB ELL. Ky.
chance. I feel the momentum is
(AP) — A Fort Campbell solwith us."
dier has been given the highest
Conway discounted recent
award a soldier can receive for
polls that showed him trailing
a.n act of valor in a noncombat
Paul in their race to replace
retiring CrOP Sen. Jim Bunning. situation.
'Spc. Jose Ortiz-Fernandez in
He said he'll get a late burst of
June saved a suicidal woman
momentum
when
former
from drowning after she drove
President Bill Clinton makes an
her
vehicle
into
the
election eve stop Monday in
Cumberland River. He had been
Louisville to campaign with
sitting nearby with his girlhim.
Conway said his campaign has friend.

Fort Campbell
soldier awarded
highest honor
for noncombat

V Currently serving as your Calloway
District Judge
V Outstanding Senior Man, Commencement
Speaker, Murray State 1981
te" Calloway County Attorney (1999-2002)
t/ 26 Years experience as Judge or
practicing attorney
Please vote to re-elect Judge Hutchens,
whose competence, legal knowledge and
judicial temperament have brought integrity
and fairness ta Calloway District Court.

Thank you for the opportunity to
serve as your District Judge.
Corrimitte,. Larry Erigiancl Treasurc

ALL THESE CANDIDATES PLEDGE TO THE FOLLOWING AGENDA
Pro Life (no to abortion), Pro Business and industry, Lower Taxes, Less Government
Strategic Road and Bridge Plan, Pro Gun, Pro Hunting, Pro MSU

Dr. Rand Paul

Don Cherry

U.S. Senator

2nd magisterial district

James Herndon
1st rnagis
.tenal district

Vernon Anderson
ird inagister,a1 district

Ed Whitfield
U.S Congre'as

Mik

)

a

Ricky Stewart
Cornner

Erasing the Obama, Pelosi, Reid, Stumbo,
agenda of higher taxes and more government!
Corey McBee
5th District State Rec'
.

These federal and state candidates are endorsed by the Kentucky Right to Life.
Melvin Henley and Jack Conway are not endorsed by Kentucky Right to Life!
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Obituat
Lindon
e-mail: tberry@murrayledgencom

What would
Reagan do?
Liberals and their Demo,- ished at the
ratic Party allies arc frightened huge popuout of their halfwits by the re- larity
of
emergence of the dreaded tea today's tea
party. which began in Boston parties -- of
Harbor in December 1773, when the movecolonists dressed as Indians ment's suddumped shiploads of tea into den emerthe water, helping to set off what gence and
eventually became the Ameri- power. But
Making
can Revolution.
then I doubt
Sense
There's nothing new about that in his
By Michael
the liberal alarm over the tea worst nightReagan
party's reappearance in Amer- mares
he
SyndiCated
ican politics. The last time they would have
Columnist
co..fronted it was back in the ever imag'60s, '70s and '80s, when my ined that a massive power grab
dad Ronald Reagan ran for from the White House in a
governor of California and then mere two years would reach
for the presidency of the Unit- down and attempt to inflict the
ed States.
president's version of European
The lett, as they always socialism on every single Amerwill. attacked him personally ican.
instead of dealing with the
He took the presidency when
issues; he beat them each time, it had been dangerously weakhands down.
ened by indecisive foreign and
Ronald Reagan was the per- domestic policies and over the
sonification of American excep- next eight years strengthened
tionalism. He understood that the nation's economy and
the concept of self-rule -restored our reputation as a
government of the people, by nation not to be trifled with.
the people and for the people,
He would have seen today's
as Lincoln put it -- was the tea party as the proper response
secret behind this nation's aston- to the threat to our individual
'ishing progress from a loose liberties represented by such
confederation of almost-primi- legislation as so-called Obative states to becoming the macare, which inserts the fedmightiest nation in the world. eral government between Amerall in a mere 200 years.
icans and their medical-care
Ronald Reagan believed in providers.
the American people. Unlike
He would have recognized
today's liberal elite he was the administration's barely disconvinced they have the wis- guised attempts to introduce
dom to chart the nation's future, their version of Euro-socialand he insisted that the gov- ism, and would have rallied
ernment get out of their way the American people to oppose
and allow them to chart their it with traditional American
own futures and the future of vigor.
the United States.
And he would have been
When people ask me if he in the forefront of the tea party
would support the tea party movement, urging it on and
movement I tell them he was devoting every last ounce of
the tea party of his time. He his energy to its progress in
saw it as being as American restoring America to its rightas apple pie and he sought to ful place as the head of the
serve it as pie a la mode.
family of free nations.
He v‘ould have been aston-
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Campaign rhetoric muddles true reform
For 75 years, seniors have
loved their Social Security benefits and for almost that long,
politicians have loved to wam
them that the ether party would
take those benefits away. This
election year is hardly an exception.
Democrats, grasping for senior support to blunt Republican gains, are running ads
around the country saying that
Republicans would privatize
the system.
They've pounced on GOP
candidates who have suggested ending Social Security or
making it voluntary. Republicans in turn accuse Democrats
of distorting the facts and scaremongering.
The rhetoric is hardly
encouraging for those who
would like to see Congress
find ways for the retirement
and disability system to survive in the coming decades. Last
year, the system paid out $700
billion in benefits to more than
53 million people. But it faces
a $5.3 trillion shonfall over
the next 75 years as the nation
ages and fewer workers support more retirees.
"It serves to poison the
well," said Rep. Paul Ryan.
He's a favorite target of Democrats because of his proposal
to give workers under 55 the
option of investing part of their
Social Security taxes in personal retirement accounts to
be run by the Social Security
Administration.
"The problem for us is these
things stick," he said of the

P N EWS ANALYSIS
By JIM ABRAMS
attack ads. "If scaring seniors
didn't work, they probably
wouldn't do it."
President Barack Obama, in
an August radio address, said
some Republicans are "pushing to make privatizing Social
Security a key part of their
legislative agenda" and warned
seniors of tying "your benefits to the whims of Wall Street
traders and the ups and downs.
While some Republicans do
support privatization, it's not
part of the House Republican
agenda. and Ryan insists that
his plan does not include a
privatized investment option.
Obama and Democratic leaders upped the ante last week.
telling voters they want a $250
bonus for Social Security beneficiaries who, because of low
inflation, will be going two
years without a cost-of-living
increase.
Republicans have tied their
support of the idea to paying
the bonuses from unused stimulus funds or other government programs rather than
adding the $14 billion cost to
the federal debt. Democrats
balked.
Social Security has been a
source of partisan division since
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt pushed it through Congress in 1935 amid Republican prophecies that it would
lead to job losses. economic

To the Editor:
1 am writing in reference
to comments that were made
during the Murray Woman's
Club forum held October 25.
2010.
According to Mr. Seargent,
I was not present at the forum
observed
but the quote in today's paper "Most mayors he had
by F.T. Butch Seargent left my in his years working in city
government had a "figurehead"
mother and me speechless.
style, but that he had a differ-

decline and a government
takeover of society.
In 1964 Democrats ran an
ad showing a pair of hands
slowly ripping a Social Security card into pieces to attack
GOP presidential nominee
Barry Goldwater, the Republican Party's nominee for making the system voluntary.
"Say no to this radical attack
on Social Security," President
Bill Clinton said in 1994 when
Republicans made similar proposals that the system be made
voluntary and the retirement age
gradually be raised to 70.
President George W. Bush,
in his 2005 State of the Union
address said the key to saving
Social Security was introducing personal savings accounts
coupled with reductions in
future benefits promised to
younger workers. The idea went
nowhere in Congress, with solid
Democratic and some Republican opposition. This year, too,
Republicans have supplied
Democrats with plenty of
ammunition.
Democrats have picked up
on comments by tea partybacked favorites such as Senate hopefuls Joe Miller of Alaska and Sharron Angle. Angle
is a four term Republican member of the Nevada Assembly
representing the 26th district
from 1999 to 2005. Angle is
the author of Nevada's Prop-
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V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledgencom.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
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V Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
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or reject any letter on the basis of length. style, spelling,
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the Forum page.
Lefters of a "thank you" nature that single out spoil,
sors, businesses or individuals by name. except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

ent leadership vision for the
city."
Figurehead. in politics usually refers to a person of little power who holds an important office.
1 am dismayed that my father
was ever referred to as a figurehead or that his style of
leadership was one of little
power.
Tom Rushing was a leader,
his "style" was to surround
himself with the best, most
capable managers and allow
them to run their departments
to the best of their ability.
My father taught me there
are two ways to get a team
to complete a task.
One is to be a leader, giving each member your attention, support and guidance while
seeking out the very best in
them through expectations,
goals and motivation.
The second kind of leadership is a "manager". someone who gives orders, monitoring their ever move -and
"staying on top" of them until
the team has reached the goal.

erty Tax Reform Initiative
(Prop. 13). of Nevada that
Social Security should be
phased out or ended.
House Republican leader
John Boehner drew fire for comments to the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review for stating the
retirement agc should eventually be 70.
"I think we need to look
at the American people and
explain to them that we are
broke." he said. Republicans
pointed out that House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer has
made similar suggestions for
putting the Social Security
house in order.
What the commission and
others are trying to deal with
is the reality that Social Security will run out of money in
27 years on its current path.
It's still in better shape than
Medicare. which faces insolvency just seven years from now.
Experts say it wouldn't take
much — modest changes to
increase the payroll tax.
Republicans strongly- oppose
tax increases. And earlier this
month, 136 House Democrats
sent Obama a letter saying they
would stand firmly against debt
commission recommendations.
slated to be made in December, that "cut or diminish Social
Security in any way."
Changes to Social Security
"can't be done piecemeal and
can't be done at a time when
we are giving all these tax
breaks to wealthy people and
fighting two wars," said Rep.
Eliot Engel, D-N.Y.
The one true gift my father
had was "LEADER". His
greatest joy came from other's
success.
He was never slow to commend
the
person/persons
responsible for making Murray a better place to live.
He lead by example, the
first one in the door with a
smiling face, the first to volunteer, the first to give you a
handshake or a hug, the first
to cheer you on when you
were down and the first to let
you know he cared about you.
the people of Murray.
1 am interested in knowing
the "leadership vision" Mr.
Seargent has for the people of
Murray.
1 do not believe the people of Murray want to be managed. they want to be lead.
Lead by someone who
notices even the smallest contribution.
A leader, who encourages
and stands in admiration of the
people actually doing the job.
Last, they want a leader of
integrity and respect, not someone who downplays the previous holders of the office of
Mayor as a "Figurehead".
Lori Rushing
Nashville, Tenn.
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Election won't change employment crisis

Lindon 'Linda' Stom
iger.cOm

Landoll "Linda" Stunt 79, of Murray. died Sunday,
Oct. 31. 2010.
at 3:50 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Bruce Owen Burteen
Bruce Owen Burkeen. h I, of Gilbertsville. died Friday. Oct.
29,
2010, at 8:41 p.m. at the Marshall County Hospital
E.R. in Benton.
A member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, he was a veteran of the U.S. Army where he
served as a sergeant during Vietnam. He was retired
from Air Products where he worked for 30 years and
was also a Kentucky Colonel and an amateur Radio
Operator.
Burkeen was preceded in death by his father, Charles Owen
Burkeen: and two great-grandchildren.
He is survived by his wife, Lana (Tichnor) Burkeen of
Gilbertsvillei mother. Frances Arvella (Groves) Burkeen of
Fairdealing; two sons. Brad Burkeen and wife. Faith of Benton, and
Dusty Burkeen and wife. Karen of Murray; step-daughters. Lori
Gray and husband. Jeff of Owensboro, Karen Farrington and
husband. Dan, and Samantha Dunn. both of Fort Rucker, Ala; 16 grandchildren; and nine great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday, Nov. 2, 2010, at I 1 a.m. at
the Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Hardin with the Revs.
Jeremy. Short and Brian Hayes officiating. Interment will follow
in
Unity Cemetery. Hardin.
Visitation will be today. Monday, Nov. 1, from 5-8 p.m. at the
Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Marshall County
Hospital Auxiliary. 615 Old Symsonia Hwy, Benton, KY 42025.
Arrangements are handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
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Donald Williams. 81. of Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 31, 2010, at
1:!5 a.m. at his residence.
Born May 23. 1929. in Hamilton. Ohio, he was a
member of the Eastwood Baptist Church and was
retired from the United States Air Force after serving
in W.W.II. the Korean and the Vietnam wars.
"'"'"
Williams was preceded in death by his parents.
Charles anti Goldie Flynn Williams.
He is survived by two daughters, Debra Herring and husband,
Dave of Murray. and Linda Cochran and husband, Greg of
Anderson. Ind.: son, Jerry Williams and wife, Brenda of Murray;
three sisters; two brothers: 10 grandchildren: and seven great-grandchildren. Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home

William Frank 'Spider' Waggoner
',Erik -Spider" Vv'aggoner, 73, died Friday, Oct

29, 2010. at 7:15
p.m.
Bom in Wing°, to James and lvern (Britt) Waggoner. he was a
member of First Baptist Church in Benton and he attended Murray
State University on a basketball scholarship. Upon leaving Murray
State University. he was employed with Air Products and Chemicals
in Calvert City, for 14 years. He retired from Kentucky Dam Village
State Reson Park after 32 years of service as superintendent.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death by his brother, Bobby Joe Waggoner of Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife. Ann of 53 years; a daughter. Teresa
Manley. and husband, Craig of Benton; a son. Bob Waggoner and
wife. Amy of Benton; a sister, Karen Williams and husband,Tommy
of Pearland. Texas: five grandchildren. Derek and wife, Jessica, Jay,
Allison. Claire and Chloe; and one step-grand.son, Kaleb York. all of
Benton.
Funeral services will be held today. Monday, Nov. 1, 2010, at I
p.m. at First Baptist Church in Benton with the Rev. Don Wilson and
Hon. Mike Miller officiating. Interment will be held at Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be today, Monday, from I I a.m. until funeral hour
at the First Baptist Church in Benton.
Expressions of sympathy niay be made to Frank Waggoner
Scholarship Fund. c/o CFSB. P.O. Box 467, Benton, KY 42025.
Arrangements are handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

China goes door-to-door
for world's largest census
BEIJING (AP) - China
kicked off a once-a-decade census Monday, a whirlwind 10-day
head count that sees 6 million
census takers scrutinize apartment blocks. scour migrant
areas and scan rural villages to
document massive demographic
changes in thc world's most
populous country.
And they aim to count every
person. The 20(X) tally put
China's official population at
1.295 billion people. but missed
migrant workers living in cities
for less than six months. In the
10 years since, there has been an
extensive shift in the population
base as tens of millions of
migrant workers have poured
into urban areas looking for
work.
"Wherever you are living
from Nov. I to Nov. 10, you will
be counted." said Zhang
Xueyuan, director of the publicity for the Beijing census com-
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WASHINGTON -An econ
omy growing 2 percent a year
might be tolerable in normal
times. Today. it's a near-disaster.
A growth rate of 5 percent or
higher is needed to put a major
dent in the nation's 9.6 percent
unemployment rate. Two reasons why that's unlikely well
into next year and may.be
beyond:
- Construction -- both residential and commercial - collapsed last year. And it isn't
expected to regain its strength
for years. Typically after recessions end. construction booms
and powers a new economic
expansion.
- The recession that began
in December 2007, after the
housing bubble burst. became
the Great Recession once the
financial crisis erupted in
September 2(X)8. Economic
recoveries that follow a financial crisis are typically long-lasting. Banks usually take years to
resume lending normally.
"To really get •Morning in
America' and get people feeling
like jobs are really coming back,
1 would want to see something
close to 5 percent" kumual economic growth. says economist

josh Bivens of the Economic rate of 8 percent or more for lour
Policy Institute, referring to the straight quarters. The economy
iconic 1984 Reagan re-election generated 3.5 million jobs in
ad.
1983 and 3.9 million in 1984.
That isn't likely. to happen The unemployment rate fell by a
soon. Macroeconomic Advisers third in just two years, froni 10.8
doesn't expect the labor market percent to 7.2 percent.
to recover all the lost jobs until
By contrast, since the Great
at least 2013. Other economists Recession officially ended in
say it could be 2f)18 or longer.
June 2009. the economy has lost
The government reported a net 439,(XX) jobs. The unemFriday that the nation's gross ployment rate was 9.5 percent in
domestic product. the broadest June last year. Now, it's 9.6 permeasure of' goods and services cent.
produced, grew at an annual rate
The 1981-82 recession startof 2 percent from July through ed largely because former
September. GDP had risen at an Federal Reserve Chairman Paul
annual rate of 1.7 percent in the Volcker raised short-terrn intersecond quintet.
est rates as high as 20 percent in
Economists say it takes GDP 1980 to purge double-digit inflagrowth of 3 percent a year just to tion from
the economy.
keep the unemployment rate Restarting the economic engine
from rising as more Americans was simple: Volcker cut shortreach working age and immi- term rates in half within a year.
grants entei the country. It
Lovi. rates worked their
would take 2 additional percent- magic and fired up the housing
age points of growth for a year market. That created jobs for
to reduce the unemployment construction workers. expanded
rate by I point.
the market for building materiRecoveries from deep reces- als and spurred consumer
sions are usually robust. Once demand for appliances and furthe recession of 1981-82 finally niture. Emboldened, businesses
ended. the economy boomed 11 borrowed. invested and hired.
1983 and 1984. During one
stretch. GDP grew at an annual

Doctors helping patients
get marijuana for illness
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)Fourteen
years
since
Californians passed the first-inthe-nation medical marijuana
law, pot is not just for the sick.
Hundreds of medical marijuana
doctors, operating without official scrutiny, have helped make
it available to nearly anyone
who wants it.
They are practicing a lucrative and thriving speciaity,
becoming the linchpins of a billion-dollar industry. And yet
they do not have to report to
whom they recon-imend the drug
to, how many referrals they give
or for what ailments.
"There is something inappropriate about doctors being the
gatekeepers.** said Timmen
Cermak. president of the
California Society of Addiction
Medicine. "They are secretaries
here ... All they are doing is
telling the police to keep their
hands off."
As voters go to the pons
Tuesday to decide if they want
California to be the tirst to legal-

iLe recreational pot use and
sales, the medical marijuana
system they helped establish in
1996 has effectively' become a
legal cover tO smoke pot.
The system also stands as a
cautionary example for other
states crafting their own laws.
Among them are Arizona and
South Dakota. which have medical marijuana on Tuesday's ballot.
Under California's law. medical doctors and osteopaths can
recommend the drug for any illness "for which marijuana provides relief." a category that ha,
come to encompass condition,
such as alcoholism, anxiety..
asthma and insomnia. Obtaining
approval in the other 13 states
that allow pot for medical Se is
far more difficult. Those states
limit the drug to residents suffering from one or more specific
serious conditions. such as
AIDS or cancer. Most require
patients to register. creating a
paper trail for tracking both
users and their physicians.

Companies must be punished
for violating imnrugration rule

SEATTLE(AP)--- They cost to prove their employees have
clothing chain Abercrombie & legal status. an analysis of docuFitch $1 million in fines. tripped ments obtained
by
The
up Meg Whitman's campaign Associated Press show.
mittee.
for California governor, promptMost receive only warnings
It is the sixth time China has ed mass layoffs across the coun- if the I-9s turn out to be based on
carried out a natione: :ensus, but try and have been at the center fraudulent documents. Some are
the first time it will count people of countless other workplace fined. Few face arrest.
where they' live and not where immigration disputes.
"The I-9 system is deeply
their resident certificate. or
An obscure federal document flawed." said Daniel Costas, an
hukou, is legally registered. The called the 1-9 form has emerged immigration policy analyst at
change will better track the as a contentious element in the Economic Policy Institute. a
demographic changes and find national immigration debate Washington, D.C., think tank. It
the true size of China's giant since the Obama administration "relies on employer eyesight for
cities. the populations of which vowed to go after employers the verification of government
up to now have been only esti- who hire undocumented work- identification anti documents ...
mates. China has gone to great ers. Employers must fill out and If this is hosv the system is going
lengths to promote the census sign the form. which requires to work. then it's a big waste of
this year. In Beijing, giant, col- them to acknowledge, under time and money."
orful banners flying across penalty of perjury. that they
The system is meant to
neighborhood gates have slo- examined documents that allow thwart illegal immigrants from
gans such as: "The census is for an employee to work.
working in the U.S.. where
the nation and each citizen.** and
The Obama administration a about 7.8 million illegal immi"Everyone participates in the year ago announced plans to grants have jobs.
census." Unlike the U.S. census, ramp up 1-9 audits - a shift
where residents are asked to fill from the notorious work site
out and mail in forms in a year- raids common under the Bush
long undertaking, Chinese cen- administration.
sus-takers plan to speed up- the
But most employers with
process by going door-to-door.
questionable record-keeping
aren't being punished for failing
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VOTE FOR RON "RG" GLADDEN

RICK HARRIS
'Current Calloway County Coroner
'Life Long Calloway County Resident
"Graduate of Calloway County High School
"Graduate of Murray State University with
Bachelor's Degree in Criminal Justice & Psychology
*Graduate Dept. Cnminal Justice Training-EKU
*Graduate Leadership Murray.
*Graduate Murray State Agricultural Leadership
Program
*24+ Yeins in Emergency Response
*fvlember FOP
*Member Ky. Coroner's Assuoation

But cutting interest rates is no
longer an option. The financial
crisis was so severe in the fall of
21)08 that the Fed slashed shortterni rates to zero by Decernber
to prevent another depression.
Long-term rates have fallen
sharply, too. Today. consumers
and businesses are unable or
unwilling to take on mote debt.
and many banks are reluctant to
lend. Bank lending has dropped
in five of the past si,x quarters.
And the housing market. normally' a drtver of jot; growth, is
still reeling. The National
Association of Horne Builders
expects builders to put up
605,000 houses and apartments
this year. That's down more than
70 percent from the 2.1 million
in 2005 at the peals of the housing boom.
"We can hope for strong
growth. but it is not happening,"
says economist Joel Naroff of
Naroff Economic Advisors. "A
robust recovery was never possible because the problems in
the housing and financial sectors
were not going to disappear
overnight."

*Charter Member/Secretary Murray-Calloway Co
Crimestoppers
*Past Master Temple Hill Lodge
*Co-Recipient of First Emergency Coinmunication,
Directory Certification in Ky.
*Member Liberty Cumberland Presbytenan Chur,t1

hare two sons - Brad and Brady, daughter-in-law niarried Patty Greer Harris.
Whitney, Kratultlaughter - Addison. Your consideration and support is appreciated.

Experience • Dedication • Compassion

• Support and Promote Local Businesses
• Find An Alternative To Payroll Tax
• Support Business Friendly Ordinances

#18 on the Ballot
As City Council member, RG will apply his entrepreneurial spirit, business knowledge. and
strong work ethic to improve the City of Murray'. Citizens and small business owners will
have a working man's voice on the Council. Ron believes that supporting and promoting
19cal business will ensure that new and existing businesses can enjoy success in Murray for
many years to come. This can be accomplished by keeping our taxes lower than average,
finding an alternative to a payroll tax, and adopting more business-friendly ordinances

RON RA GLADDEN
ECITY COILMICIL
"YOUR VOICE FOR SMALL

BUSINESS"

1
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Angel Alert has been issued

MIN°Ladies Golf
The Kenlake State Park Ladies Golf League met Wednesday, Oct.
27, to play the last weekly golf league play of the season. Nine
ladies VeCIV present.
The w inners were Ina Honon. Gloria Thies and Kay Norman.
)aisy Durham had a chip in.
°the' ladies playing were Daisy Durham. Joanne Welsch, Judy.
'sk IfIllet. Martha Lewis. Evelyn Blivin and Rhonda Phumprey.

Xn angel alert ha.s been is.sued for a uashing machine for a family of six. For more
information.contact Jan Wilson at 762-7410.

Kappas will meet

Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Greg Taylor

Election sign recycling available

',3ate

Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
America is just about bankrupt! We must tighten
our belts NOW. Ye.t the °barna Administration just
. keeps squandering money that is stolen from the
' grandkids, checks for 77010 dead people. checks for
17.000 folk in prison. and here in Calloway $.300.000
for a trolley that just goes around in circles! This feels
like Jimmy Carter on steroids!

Li

hich is it'? Incompetence or self-indulgence?
?-1-: Which will it be'? Rand Paul. the Conservative or
Jack Conwav. the Liberal'? Vote Nov. 2nd!
Lixpayers (Tea Party Movement

PAT SCOTT
YOU.

photo provided
BAKING: Ann Stanley and Bev Reuter, co-chairs of the Holly
Berry Bazaar, Bake Sale and Tea Room, at First Presbyterian
Church are shown making yeast rolls for the event to be held
Saturday, Nov. 13, from 8-11 a.m. There will be a variety of
foods including rolls, cakes, pies and candy and a variety of
crafted items including jewelry, gourds, aprons and more. The
Tea Room breakfast will include quiches, casseroles, pastries, cider and coffee. All are welcome.

Paducah's LTAMF
calls for artists
Special to the Ledger

Please Re-Elect
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TOPS meeting Tuesday

Murray Chapter //6 16 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly)will
meet Tuesday, Nov. 2, from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information, call Sheila at 227-1723.

Murray City Council
#19 rin the Ballot
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The Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Nov. 2, at
6:30 p.m. at the club house to discuss planning
tor the Tour of Homes. Hostess is Cathy Pigg.
All members are encouraged to attend.

MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL
#11 on the ballot

The Loxxer Town Neighborhood Association of Paducah
announces a call to artists for the 2011 Lower Town Arts and Music
Festival(LTAMF)on May 20-22, 2011. This juned festival is open
to all emerging and established artists residing ,within a 300-mile
radius of Paducah. The emphasis of this festival will be the cultural
richness of our uniqu,e region. Drawing. painting, fiber, ceramics,
wood, glass. sculpture, photography,jewelry and mixed media will
be accepted. All entries must be received by Jan. 31, 2011. Works
will be chosen on the basis of creative excellence and quality of execution. All submitted works must be original and completed within
the last two years. A total of S5,000 in prizes will be awarded.
To apply, visit www.z_application.org. Registration is free. For
more information. contact Stefanie Graves at (270) 908-0755 or
Michael Terra at (2701908-0090.

After the election on Tuesday, Nov. 2, recycle election yard signs
and metal frames by bringing them to the south side of the
Calloway County.Jail and placing them on the asphalt on the left
side of the trash dumpster, according to Phil Hazle, Calloway
County Jailer.

Playhouse will hold Cafe Murder
Playhouse in the Park's teenage group, Box of Frogs, will hold a
Cafe Murder Mystery Dinner on Fnday, Nov. 12, at 6 p.m. at The
Stables in Murray State University's Curris Center. Tickets arc $20,
which includes diluter and the show. This performance is a
fundraiser for the group's trip to Chicago. ResenT tickets by Nov.
5 by calling the theater at 759-1752.

Fire Protection Board to meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will hold its
regular meeting today, Monday, Nov. 1, at 6 p.m. at Fire Station #1,
101 E. Sycamore, Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Ben.efit concert to be held
The Paducah Symphony will host a benefit concert on Saturday,
Nov. 6, at 7:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. off Johnny
Roberson Road, Murray, to support the building of the Residential
Hospice House. For tickets, call Melony Bray at 762-1381.

Blood drive to be at FUMC
First United Methodist Church will host a blood drive by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank on Sunday, Nov. 7,
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Christian Life Center Gym. For more
information, call Melissa Easley at 753-8096
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Scandinavian Cruise information
session to be held Nov. 8
Special to the Ledger
PrimeLife. Murray-Calloway
County: Hospital's health and
wellness program for people
ages 55 and older, has an exciting trip planned to cruise
Scandinavia this June.
PrimeLife is offering a 13day cruise through Scandinavia
beginning on June 30, 2011.
Highlights of this voyage for
PrimeLife members are visits to
Stockholm. Vasa Ship Museum.

For Experience That Works

Re-Elect

CONNIE
MORGAN
Magistrate
District #2
V QUALIFIED
V EXPERIENCED
V DEDICATED
4/ COMMITTED TO SERVE

Your Vote Will Be
Appreciated!

seven-night Fjord Cruise. Ram,
Bergen,
Geirangerfjord,
Stavanger, Oslo, Copenhagen,
Tivoli Gardens and more.
representative
from
A
Collette Vacations will be available Monday, Nov. 8, at 2 p.m.
in the Center for Health and
Wellness Classroom to present a
slide show and answer questions
about the cruise. People can also
sign up for the trip during this
is
time. Anyone interested
encouraged to attend the meeting. Deposits for the trip are due
on Nov. II.
For more information or to
sign up for the trip. contact
Ethelyn Loberger, PrimeLife
Coordinator, at (270) 762-1901.
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HAPPENINGS
by Anna:a Peeler

of )car again — calenIt's that
dar!! We just finished our 4th Hkkory
Woods Resident Calendar_ This one is
just as great as the last three. This year,
we had a lot of participation trom the
community in the making of our calendar That made making the pictures
more exciting and special for the residents. The locations for our shoots were
interesting anti almost every resident is
in the calendar We even have some
really "young" ones in this calendar We
will be unveiling the 2011 Calendar on
the evening of November 20th. They
will be available to purchase after 6:00
p.m_ on the 20th tor just $5.00.
We love this beautiful autumn season
and have been enjoying so many activities outdoors. Our road trip this week
was to Kenlake State Resort Park where
we had lunch and played Bingo. Almost
all of us were winners and Elsie Crouch
was the grand prize winner
Birthday wishes goes out to Tom
Auer and Helen kill this week. Helen
lezik's family celebrated with her
bnnging cida. to share and presents_
Happ Birthela
isoth and many
mort.'
Our day shift looked great in their
eosturnes !or Halloween.
leni,c and
a tun Halloween
part, ,..omplete ith games. prues and
retreshments
...Nothing else looks orfeels like Ilona
but we come close
84 Utterback Rd • Murray, ky
Phone:12701759-8700 • 1 -A88-231-5M

Veterans dedication to be held
VFW Post 6291 cf Murray, will hold a ceremony dedicating the
Veterans Memorial for Murray-Calloway County, on Saturday,
Nov. 13. at 10 a.m. at Murray City Park. corner of Chestnut and
10th Streets. The event will be held ram "E shine. The public is
invited to attend, especially all veterans and active military service
personnel. The ceremony will include speakers, the raising of a
POW/MIA flag, Kentucky State flag and a United States flag. There
will also he unveilings of the dedication monument and the memorial centerpiece statue.

AA lists present schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South 12th
St.. in the Southsidc Shopping Center behind Regions Branch
Bank. The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday,8 p.m.,closed, no
smoking, 12x 12 study; Monday. noon, open, no smoking, 8 p.m.
open, smoking;Tuesday,8 p.m. closed, no smoking: Wednesday, II
,a.m. closed, no smoking,6 p.m., closed. ladies meeting, smoking,8
p.m., open, smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, smoking, big book
meeting; Friday, 12 noon, open, no smoking, lunchtime meeting, 8
p.m. open, smoking. Newcomers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open, nosmoking,8 p.m. open, no-smoking, speaker meeting; last Saturday
in the month at 8 p.m. "Eat-n-Meet" potluck. Closed meetings are
for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an
AA meeting. For information. call Mitch at 753-9320, Chucl at
436-2552 or Dixie at 873-8172.

Domestic violence support is offered
Domestic violence support/educational groups are currently
offered on a weekly basis. For more information on dates and times,
call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.
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LAST CALL: Jaden Blanton. 4, of Murray, takes a big bite
of
his M&M Blizzard treat from the Murray Dairy Queen
Sunday
night. A seasonal eatery, the Dairy Queen closed Oct.
31, and
will reopen March 1, 2011. A Iona line stretched into the
parking lot last night as residents lined up to get their final
taste of
the season.

Man arrested in 1985
Harlan Co. slaying
HARLAN. Ky. tAP.1 —
Kentucky' State Police have
made an arrest in the 1985 slaying of a coal operator killed in
southeastern Kentucky.
Troopers arrested 59-year-old
Ernest L. Hensley. of Corbin.
on Thursday. The Harlan Daily
Enterprise reports Hensley' was
charged with the 1985 murder
of Harry Miller Maupin, of
Richmond.
Maupin's body has never
been found. but state police say
they. have learned that Maupin
was shot and his body was
moved out of Harlan County.

Staff Report
After a joint investigation by
Kentucky' State Police and the
Pennyrile
Narcotics Task
Force, Angel Duncan, 26, of
Murray has been arrested and
charged with: Trafficking in
marijuana (less than eight
ounces,
first
offense).
Cultivating marijuana (more
than
five
plants)
and
Possession of drug paraphernalia. (Persistent felony offender.
first degree).
She was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
Individuals facing charges
are presumed innocent until
proven guilty.

Vote

Charlie &Kenney
City Council
Owner/Operator CDM Construction
for 30+ years.
Paid lot b. candidate

"No New
Taxes"

Democrat Melvin Henley:
Has increased his spending
300% and helped to put
our state over $1 Billion
in debt.
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Murrayan facing local
drug-related charges

their good fortunes.
'At the stan of this election cycle.
most political experts were predicting additional gains in the Senate by'
the Democrats." said GOP
spokesman Brian Walsh
The opposite is true now.
Leaders in both parties say four
fiercely aontested races could go
either way: Nevada, Colorado,
Illinois and Pennsylvania.
Nevada has gotten the niost
national attention. Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid's popularity has
sagged lately, and he seerned almost
doomed a year ago. But
Republicans nominated tea party
favorite Sharron Angle. a relative
newcomer whose inexperience and
libertanan views have raised eyebrows.
An Angle triumph would mark
the second time in six years that the
Senate's Democ.ratic leader lost a
re-election bid amid charges that he
became too focused on Virashington
Tom Daschle of South Dakota fell
victim in 2004.
Another tea party favorite. Ken
Buck, is running a strong race in
Colorado against Democratic Sen.
Michael Bennet. Bennet was
appointed to the seat, and is running
his first campaign. which has
impressed political pros in both parties.
The race to fill the open Illinois
Senate seat once held by Obama has
an unusually large number of undecided voters in the final days, perhaps reflecting both nominees'
flaws. Republican Rep. Mark Kirk.
a five-term House member, has
struggled to overcome false statements he made about his military
record.
Democrat Alexi Giannoulias. the
state treasurer, has had to answer
questions about ethical and legal

questions surrounding his family's there remain low
failed Chicago bank. Obania made
Republican nominee John Raese
a final weekend appearance with
hits tned to tie Manchu' tightls to
Giannoulias in Chicago.
°barna. But revelations that Raese's
In Pennsylvania. Democratic
wife lives and votes in Florida. plus
Rep. Joe Sestak defied his party. a GOP TV ad production that
establishment
sought Micky" actors to portray'
by
beating
Republican-turned-Democratic
West Virginia voters. seem to have
Sen. Arlen Spe.cter in the Senate taken a toll
primary. The GOP nominee is Pat
Republican chances are dimmer
Toomey, who advocates steep tax
against seteran senators in
cuts and less regulation for busi- California and Washington.
nesses. Of the four on-the-bubble
Three-term Sen. Barbara Boxer
Senate races. Republicans feel most of Califomia faces Republican foroptimistic about Penns)is ania.
mer business executive Carly
The biggest wild card entenng the Fiorina. who says Boxer is too libcampaign's final hours is Alaska. eral and too steeped in Washington
where a tumultuous three-way race for the times.
conceivably could fall to Democrat
In Washington state. threeterm
Scott McAdarns. Republican Sen. Sen. Patty Mumay is trying to hold
Lisa Murkowskt is trying to keep off Republican Dino Rossi. a forher seat with a write-in campaign
mer state senator who made two
after losing the GOP primary. to tea
unsuccessful bids for gosemor.
party newcomer Joe Miller, who
GOP officials say their nominees
has stumbled in recent weeks.
trail in those two states. but an upset
Otherwise. the chief focus is on
is possible.
Regardless how these races tum
eight Democratic-held Senate seats
that hase been sharply contested for out. the Senate will see several new
months.
members. Republicans expected to
Polls suggest that after Lincoln. von include Boozman of Arkansas.
the most imperiled Democratic senMarco Rubio of Florida, Rand Pala
ator is Russ Feingold of Vs'isconsin. of Kentucky. Jerry Moran of
Kansas. John Hoeven of North
The three-term senator. best known
for revising campaign finance laws, Dakota. Roy Blunt of Misiintri.
Rob Portman of Ohio. Kelly Ayotte
was not seen as particularly vulnerable a few months ago.
But Republican challenger Ron
Johnson. a political newcomer.
turned Feingold's seniority against
him in this season of antiestablishment fervor. His well-run campaign. coupled with Wisconsin's
sluggish economy. have put
Feingold in a hoie.
If Democrats are deeply worried
about Feingold, Republicans similarly feel that a once-promising
chance may be slipping away in
West Virginia. for the seat long held
by the late Robert Byrd. The
Democratic nominee, Gov. Joe
Manchin, is popular. His state voted
heavily against Obama. however.
and the president's approval ratings

Democrats promised change,
what wc got was:
•Higher Taxes,
•Higher Utility Rates,
• Higher Health Care Costs and
• Higher Unemployment
Pretty soon chawe will be all we
have left...
it\ timc to stop the waste, stop the out ofcontrol

spending, it's time thr a new direction in Frankfort...
cElect

orey McBee

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
******* *********.**********
5TII DISTRICT

.reN McBee fo,

t'S

Treasurer

"Pro-Life
Endorsed"
by the KY Right to Life
Association

of New Hampshire. Mike Lee ot
Utah and Dan Coats of Indiana
who %al .1 senator trom 1988 to
1999).
New Democrats are likely to be
Chris Coons of Delaware and
Richard
Blumenthal
of
Connecticut.
Wins by Buck. Angle. Fionna or
Rossi would expand the freshman
class. Illinois. Pennsylvania and
West Virginia will send rookies, no
matter who wins there.
In Alaska, tea padier Miller
seemed poiwd to join that group
after stunning Murkowski in the
GOP primary. But a senes of gaffes
and negative reports about his background sent Miller reeling.
Murkow ski hopes to become the
second person to be elected to the
Senate through write-in votes, after
Strom Thurmond in 1954.
If Republicans come within a seat
of taking the Senate majonty. they
may spend years second-guessing
the Delaware primary. Popular
GOP congressman Mike Castle v.a,
favored to win Vice President Joe
Biden's former Senate seat. But tea
party upstart Christine O'Donnell
beat him in the Republican primary.
only to see her fonunes quickly fall.
despite assuiing soters she is "not a
witch."

et the relief
you deserve ,
without drugs
or surgery.
NEWAtulti.Radiance
Medi'cal Laser.
technology can *Nide
pain relief &
accelerated healillg in
just a few treatments.

Proven effective for:
*Muscle Strain *Tendonitis *Arthritis Pain
*Thnnis Elbow *Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
*Back Pain and many additional conditions.
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GOP casting Tuesday
vote as referendum
on Mama,policies

AP Photo/Journal Times. Mark Hertzberg, Foie
GOODBYE PONTIAC: In this Oct. 9, 2002, file photo, the hood ornament of a 1967 Pontiac GTO in
Sturtevant, Wis., is shown.
Pontiac. whose GTO and Firebird muscle cars defined fast rides, drive-ins and cruising for a generation
of teenage boys, is
going out of business.

Pontiac, maker of muscle cars, ends after 84 years
By TOPA KRISHER
AP Auto VVroter
DETROIT (AP) — Pontiac.
whose muscle cars drag-raced
down boulevards. parked at
drive-ins and roared across
movie screens. went out of business on Sunday'.
The 84-year-old brand, moribund since General Motors
decided to kill it last year as it
collapsed into bankruptcy, had
heen in decline for years. It was
undone by.: a combination of
poor corporate strategy and
changing driver tastes. On Oct.
31. GM's agreements with
Pontiac dealers expired.
Even before GM's bankruptcy,
Pontiac's sales had fallen from
their peak of nearly one million
in 1968. when the brand's
speedier models were prized for
their powerful engines and
scowling grills.
At Pontiac's pinnacle. models
like the GTO, Trans Am and
Catalina 2+2 were packed with
horsepower and sported colors
like "Tiger Gold."
Burt
Reynolds anti Sally Field fled
the law in a Firebird Trans Am
which raced through the 1970s
hit niovie "Smokey and the
Bandit."
By the late 1980s. though.
Pontiacs were taking off their
muscle shirts. putting on suits
and trying to act like other cars.
The brand had lost its edge.
Bill Hoglund. a retired GM
executive who led Pontiac during its "W'e Build Excitement'
ad campaigns in the 980s.
blames the brand's demise on a
reorganization under CEO

Roger Smith in 1984. That overhaul cut costs by combining
Pontiac's manufacturing. engineering and design operations
with those of other GM brands.
"There was no passion for the
product," says Hoglund. "The
product had to fit what was
going on in the corporate system."
Although the moves were necessaty to fend off competition
from Japanese automakers with
lower costs. they yielded
Pontiacs that looked and drove
like other GM cars.
By 2008. the last full year
before GM announced Pontiac's
shutdown, sales were 267,000,
less than a third of those sold in
1968.
Formed in 1926. Pontiac tnade
cars for the working class until a
sales slump in the 1950s nearly
killed it. GM revived the brand
by connecting it to auto racing.
From then on, each Pontiac
sales boom was dnven by
speed; each bust generally. featured outdated or boring rides.
The brand's most storied muscle car, the GTO, carne about
when some GM engineers took
a small car called the Tempest
and put a powerful V8 engine
under the hood. The letters
stood for "Gran Turtsmo
Omologato," Italian for "ready,'
to race."
Sparked by the GTO, the
Pontiac brand thnved, making
up 17 percent of the 5.4 million
cars and tnicks GM sold in the
U.S. in 1968. The GTO even
spawned its own 1960s hit song.
"C'mon and turn it on. wind it

up, blow it out GTO." was the
chorus or the tune by Ronny' and
the Daytonas.
Pontiac's decline stemmed
from a lack of a consistent strategy or leadership. Executives
rotated through every few years
on their way up the cocporate
ladder, each with a different
vision. Some even tried to make
Pontiac a luxury brand.
One strategy that eventually
hurt the brand was rebadging:
putting the guts of less powerful
GM cars inside the skins of
Pontiacs.
Big economic shifts also damaged the brand. Two gas spikes
in the 1970s steered Americans
toward smaller cars with more
fuel-efficient engines, areas
dominated
by
Japanese
automakers in the U.S.
About two dozen unsold
Pontiacs now. linger at dealerships around the country,
including a maroon G5 coupe
that sits awkwardly in a noman's land between used cars
and new models next to the
showroom
at
Orr
GM
Superstore near Little Rock,
Ark. The car. which is really just
a poky. Chevrolet Cobalt
gussied up with a spoiler, fancy.
wheels and the red arrowhead
Pontiac logo, has been on the lot
for more than 7(X) days. Sales
Manager Alex Valencia has
knocked alrnost $7.000 off the
sticker price, down to $16,585.
Despite spells of success during the last 30 years, Pontiac
never returned to its supercharged sales of the 1960s.
A low point was the late

1990s, when Pontiac came up
with Aztek. an attempt to merge
campers with SUVs and v.
over
outdoors)
young.
Americans. Tbe vehicle. which
seemed more like a cross
between a minivan and armored
car. flopped.
In the mid-2000s. GM tried to
rekindle the brand with powerful sedans, such as the G8,
which harkened back to the
GTO. But dealers wanted a full
model !ineup. and GM gave
them renamed Chevrolets. diluting Pontiac's performance
image. says Bob Lutz. GM's
former product guru who headed up the effort to reinvigorate
Pontiac.
This year, Pontiac's sales are
less than 1 percent of the 2.2
million cars and trucks GM is
expected to sell. GM built the
last Pontiac in May.
Even after their Pontiac agreements expire. GM dealers will
continue to service the cars and
honor their warranties. But after
this weekend. any new Pontiacs
that remain on dealer lots will
he considered used cars by GM.
Anthony "Tony." Augelli.
owner of a Pontiac-GMC-Buick
dealer in Gurnee, Ill., near
Chicago, still ha_s a gleaming
orange 2009 Solstice roadster
that's the first car to greet customers in his showroom.
Despite its prime perch. the
$32,000 car hasn't sold.
Augelli gets emotional when
speaking of Pontiac's end.
"I miss it already." he says.

HEARING AID SALE!

By CHARLES BABINGTON
Associated Press Wnter
CHICAGO(AP)-- President Barack Obama is capping
his c.unpaigning for two more years of Democratic control
of Capitol Hill while GOP leaders buoyed by polls ahead of
Tuesday's elections see voters rejecting his policies.
Mama scheduled a joint appearance with
Vice President Joe Biden in Cleveland on
Sunday, the final stop in a four-state weakend effort to hold back the Republican
wave that many observers are forecasting.
Sarah Patin, the former Alaska governor
who was the GOP vice presidential nominee in 2008. told "Fox News Sunday" that
voters will send this message to the White
House: "You blew it, President °barna."
Obania
Other Republicans agreed that voters
appear poised to scuttle Obarna's agenda by
iunting over control of the House, and possibly the Senate.
to GOP lawmakers. Dozens of governorships and statehouses also are at stake.
'What the American people are looking at and they're saying is, The Obama policies aren't working. We need new'
policies. we need an econotnic-growth agenda,'" said
Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour, the chairman of the
Republican Governors Association. "If Republicans win,
that's what it will be. a repudiation of Obatna's policies."
Democrats tried to play down the potential losses. They
pointed to tightening races and tried to focus on campaign
promises by many Republicans that they will repeal Obama's
health care law and roll back other initiatives.
"'This is a choice, a clear choice, not a referendum," said
Democratic National Committee chairman Tim Kaiae, who
appeared with Barbour on "Meet the Press" on NBC. "They
have a political and partisan agenda, which they've had from
Day One. We're the problem -solvers trying to get this nation
going aftei a lost decade that they created."
°barna was using a similar theme in weekend stops in
states he carried in 2(X)8 — Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
Illinois and Ohio — and where Democrats are stniggling
this year.
"Chicago. it's up to you to let them know that we have not
forgotten, we don't have amnesia," the president told a large
outdoor crowd late Saturday near his home, referring to the
economic recession that hit during George W. Bush's presidency. He said the election is a choice between the policies
that caused the problems and policies that will lead the country to better times.
°barna acknowledged the difficulties Democrats face —
the distinct chance of losing their comfortable majonty
the House and possibly the Senate, as well as several governors' seats.
Unless Democratic voters turn oui in big numbers, Obama
said,
thc progress made in the past two years "can be
rolled back."
The DNC put an ad featuring Obama on the air this weekend that warned of record cuts in education and rollbacks in
financial accountability if Republicans take control of
Congress.
In many races, large numbers of voters have made their
choices. In Ohio, where Democrats could lose as many' as
six House seats. more than 721,000 votes had been cast.
California officials already had in hand almost 2.5 million
ballots, and Florida officials had almost 1.7 million.
More than 13.5 million votes had been cast early, either at
ballot boxes that opened early or by mail. Four years ago.
during the last nonpresidential election, some 19 million voters cast ballots before Election Day.
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Governor sees
'stiff challenge'
from GOP
candidate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear
is predicting that Louisville
businessman Phil Moffett will
be a strong candidate for the
Republican gubernatorial nomination next year.
Beshear said in a letter to supporters earlier this month that
he can't yet predict who he will
face in his re-election bid.
Moffett and state Sen. David
Williams have announced they
intend to run. Beshear said
Williams will have "a stiff challenge" from Moffett, a tea party
candidate.
Beshear has so far drawn on
token opposition in the
Democratic primary. from
Harlan County demolition contractor Otis Hensley, a perennial candidate.
Lexington lawyer Gatewood
Galbraith has announced he
intends to run as an independent candidate for governor.
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By CHARLES BABINGTON
Associated Press Wnter
CAMPBELLSVILLE. Ky.
(AP) — As Rand Paul lumbers
toward an expected win in
Kentucky's often nasty Senate
race. he embodies the promise
and peril of a phenomenon the
GOP
establishment
must
accommodate if the party is to
govern and campaign effectively from here on.
Paul is almost the perfect tea
party flag bearer. The first-time
candidate and small-government philosopher is practically
tea party royalty since his father
is libertarian hero Ron Paul, the
Texas congressman
And no one did more than
Rand Paul to make the tea party
this year's political sensation.
He trounced the Republican
establishment's
hand-picked
candidate in the May primary.
Then he withstood a barrage of
attack ads, and aired his own, to
stay in front of Democrat Jack
Conway in virtually all polls.
But if the intense, curly haired
ophthalmologist personifies the
tea patty's dogmatic grit, he also
hints at its potential vteak spots
and looming challenges.
With Conway, the Kentucky
attorney general, battling Paul
nght up to Election Day. some
Kentuckians wonder why Paul
wasn't able to lock up this contest long ago. After all, he's
seeking a Republican-held seat
in a Republican-trending year in
a reliably Republican state. John
McCain beat Barack Obama
here by 16 percentage points,
and GOP operatives said six
weeks ago they hoped to knock
out Conway with early attack
ads.
GOP Senate nominees in several states that Obama carried,
including New Hampshire, Ohio
and Wisconsin, appear to have
opened comparable or bigger
leads in their races, with minimal tea party involvement.
If Paul has set examples for
doggedly sticking to small-government principles. he also set
some less attractive trends for
his fellow tea partiers.
He stumbled early in national
media settings, mainly by criticizing the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, and then sharply limited his
interactions with reporters.
Untested tea party Republicans
in Nevada, Delaware and Alaska
later did much the same.
That said, political insiders
from both parties expect Paul to
lain Tuesday' and to enter
Washington as one of the most
closeiy watched newcomers.
The campaign has deeply frustrated Kentucky Democrats who
feel that voters, despite countless TV ads attacking Paul's
views, still don't understand
how unorthodox he is on issues
such as replacing the income tax
and other levies with a hefty
sales tax.
"This Rand Paul is so far out,"
said Jerry' Cox, a lifelong
Democrat who joined about 50
other people when Conway visited Cafe Bonin this week in
Campbellsville, in south-central
Kentucky.
How Paul and his fellow tea
party freshmen behave in

Congress, and
how
the
Republican leaders cope with
them. will help determine the
party's ability to counteract
Obama's agenda and to pii:k a
strong presidential nominee for
2012.
Barring an upset on Tuesday,
Paul will be at the epicenter.
Kentucky's other senator is
Mitch McConnell, the Senate
Republican leader who opposed
Paul in the primary and now
must bite his lip and try to integrate the Bowling Green upstart
and other tea partiers into the
GOP caucus.
The freshman tea party class
could number half a dozen.
enough to bond with their spiritual godfather, Sen. Jim DeMint,
R-S.C., and cause massive
headaches for McConnell if he
seeks even modest compromises
with Democrats.
"The whole center of gravity
of the Republican Party is going
to shift to the right," said Emory
University political scientist
Alan Abramowitz. "Congress is
going to be much more polarized now."
If Republicans take over the
House. as many expect. the
influx of tea partiers there will
make it difficult for GOP leaders
to find even the minimal flexibility they will need to reach
accords with the White House
and Senate. Without that, the
party may prow. it has muscle
but little to show legislatively
for a Republican-led House.
"They could be setting Obama
up to run against a do-nothing
Congress," Abramowitz said.
Meanwhile. he noted. every
Republican presidential hopeful
will have to cater to tea party
champions such as Pau; to win
the party's primaries. That could
complicate efforts to attract centrist voters in the 2012 general
election.
Paul pushes libertarian-leaning policies that seldom draw
serious debate in Congress.
Conway and his allies have
repeatedly tried to depict Paul as
too conservative even for
Kentucky, with little apparent
success.
In an I I -minute speech to the
gathering in Campbellsville, a
rather tired-looking Conway
said in frustration that Paul
"says all this stuff anti then
claims he doesn't."
Conway cited Paul's tax proposals. Paul says he wants to
eliminate the IRS and income
tax and institute the so-called
FanTax, a 23 percent sales tax
on all new goods and services.

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
-- Three Taliban leaders secretly met with Afghanistan's president two weeks ago in an effort
to weaken the U.S -led coalition's niost vicious enemy, a
powerful al-Qaida linked network that straddles the border
region with Pakistan.
Held in Kabul, the meeting
included a wanted former
Taliban governor and an imprisoned militant who were flown
to the capital from the Pakistani
city of Peshawar, according to a
former Afghan official.
The talks were not directly
linked to the Afghan government's efforts to broker a peace
with the Ta!than and find a
political resolution to the insurgency. Rather, they were part of
an effort to weaken the Haggai'
network, the former official
said over the vteekentl.

AP PhotoTIonda Keys News Bureau. Bob Care

UNDERWATER PUMPKIN CARVING: In this photo released by the Florida Keys News
Bureau, Scott Mehallow uses a dive knife to chisel out eyes during an Underwater Pumpkin
Carving Contest Thursday. Oct. 29„ off Key Largo, Fla., 25 feet deep ln the Florida Keys
National Marine Sanctuary'. Organized by the Amoray Dive Resort, judges evaluated entrants'
subsea Jack-o-Lanterns for uniqueness and creative execution. Mehallow was visiting from
Wachapreague, Va.
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Taliban hold
secret talks with
Afghan president

Families would get a rebate for
taxes on all money' spent up to
the poverty line.
With Democrats blasting the
idea in TV ads. Paul's campanili
released a video from February
in which he seenied less
adamant. In it. Paul says he
would prefer no IRS and income
tax, adding: "I think a sales tax
would be better. BM I also will
support, if it's an alternative, a
lower income tax rate. marginal
rates going down."
Paul's campaign centers on
tying' Conway to Obama. He
claims. wrongly, that Conway
endorsed Obama in the presidential primary. Paul invoked
Obama's name more than 20
times in the candidates' finai
debate Monday. which was
notable mainly for a female liberal activist getting roughed up
outside by a Paul supporter. who
was banned from future campaign events.
"He's a disaster for our country," Paul said of °barna, glaring
at Conway. "He's bankrupting
us, and you sit blithely' over
there and support his policies "
A prominent Paul TV ad ends by;
saying Conway is "another vote
for Obama."
The Kentucky campaign's
biggest hubbub seems to have
had little impact on voters'
views. A Conway ad charged
that Paul, 47, had belonged to a
group in college that mocked the
Bible and forced a young
woman to "bow down before a
faise idol" called Aqua Buddha.
Paul did not deny the details, but
he called the ad absurd and out
of bounds, as did some
Democrats. Republicans say the
ad backfired on Conway.
Analysts differ on whether
Paul and his fellow' tea partiers
would bend Congress in their
direction or become little more
than quixotic debaters. Michael
Baranowski, a political scientist
at
Northern
Kentucky
University. predicts Paul will
soften
work
and
with
McConnell in the Senate. "He's
too far out of the mainstream to
get much accomplished unless
he's willing to compromise."
Baranowski said.
Emory's Abramowitz has his
doubts. He said McConnell and
GOP House leaders will feel
heavy pressure to show fierce
resistance to Obama anti
Democratic lawmakers.
;
The tea party has captured
significant portion of the
Republican base, Abramowitz
said. and "1 don't think these
people are going away."

Please Elect

JANUS VILARDOI
CALLOWAY COUNTY CORONER
621 Yr. Licensed
Embalmer/Funeral Director
•Multi-Year Coroner Investigation
Experience
•Empathetic/ Reverent Service To
The Citizen.s Calloway County
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•.18-years on Murray City Cotmcii
*TO years on City Finance Comraittee.
•45 years as City Finance Chair
•26 yecirs as Murray Rotarian - 1992 Rotary President
•Co-founder Murray Make A Difference Day
•13 years OS Murray High Principal
•Kentucky Principal of the Year
•10 years as CASA Board Member - 2006 President
•Big Br-others Big Sisters Board Member - 2010 Chairman
•Ikachelor's Degree in Education
•Master's Degree in Education Administration
*Master's Degree in Guidance and Counseling
•Specialist Degree in Education Administration
*2010 Murray Citizen of the Year
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COMMITMENT TO FIVE PRINCIPLES

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to hc
careful when you begin
your planting and yard
cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
at 1-800-752-6007 to ha‘
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.

11111111111111.

For more information.
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.

•To be a full-time mayor
•To be more business/restaurant friendly
•To have city government work for our citizens, nOt the other way
around
•To have a positive working relationship with the judge executive, the
fiscal court, and Murray State University
•To continue to make Murray one of the 100 Best Conimunities in the
United States in which to live
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Deal or punt decision on
Bush tax cuts is Obama's

Photo provided
FOR FOSTER CARE: The Murray-Calloway County Board
of Realtors recently collected suitcases, duffel
bags, backpacks
and toiletry items for children in foster care as they often reloca
te, toting their possessions in plastic garbage
bags because
they do not have suitcases of their own, according to Twilla Willia
ms with the Murray-Calloway County Board of
REALTORS®.
Pictured above are members of the Murray-Calloway Count
y Board of REALTORS@ delivering the backp
ack to CHFS Division
of Protection and Permanency. Realtors pictured are Conni
e Austin, Rebecca Landolt, Bonnie Byerly and
Michelle McGuire_
Others pictured are staff from the CHFS office.

Health overhaul may lead to free birth control

:
61

By RICARDO ALONSOZALDIVAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Fifty years after the pill, another
birth control revolution may be
on the horizon: free contraception for women in the U.S.,
thanks to the new health care
I aw.
That could start a shift toward
more reliable -- and expensive
— forms of birth control that are
gaining acceptance in other
developed countries.
But first. look for a fight over
social mores.
A panel of experts advising
the government meets in
November to begin considering
what kind of preventive care for
women should be covered at no

cost to the patient. as required
under
President
Barack
Obama's overhaul.
Sen. Barbara Mikulski, DMd., author of the women's
health amendment, says the
clear intent was to include family planning.
But is birth control preventive
medicine?
Conflicting answers frame
what could be the next clash
over moral values and a health
!aw that passed only after a difficult compromise restricting
the use of public money for
abortions.
For many medical and public
health experts, there's no debate.
"There is clear and incontrovertible evidence that family
planning saves lives and

improves health," said obstetrician-gynecologist Dr. David
Grimes. an international family
planning expert who teaches
medicine at the University of
North Carolina. "Contraception
rivals immunization in dollars
saved for every dollar invested.
Spacing out children allows for
optimal pregnancies and optimal child rearing. Contraception
is a prototype of preventive
medicine."
But U.S. Catholic bishops say
pregnancy is a healthy condition, not an illness. In conunents
filed with thc Department of
Health and Human Services, the
bishops say they oppose any
requirement to cover contraceptives or sterilization as preventive care.

''We don't consider it to be
health care, but a lifestyle
choice," said John Haas. president of the National Catholic
Bioethics Center, a Philadelphia
think tank whose work reflects
church teachings. "We think
there are other ways to avoid
having children than by ingesting chemicals paid for by health
insurance."
So far, most other religious
conservatives have stayed out of
the debate, though that could
change. Some say they are concerned about any requirement
that might include the morningafter pill. The Food and Drug
Administration classifies it as
birth control: some religious
conservatives see it as an abortion drug.

ByAiolOREIN TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Will Congress extend
the Bush
tax cans into 2011 in the weeks after Tuesday's electio
n or let
the automatic increase start cutting into most people'
s paychecks early next year?
It's really pretty much up to President Barack Obama
.
Despite the punishment his fellow Democrats are
expected
to take fmm voters, Obama has shown no sign of
retreating
from his insistence that families and small busines
ses with
incomes above $250,000 return to higher, Bill Clinton
-era
tax levels starting Jan. I.
But Obama also has dAged the question whether
he
would veto a bill that extends the tax cuts for everyo
ne.
The expiring tax cuts were enacted in 2001. They
include
lower income tax rates, a $1,000 per-child tax credit,
relief
for married couples, and lower taxes on invest
ments and
large estates.
Many longtime Congress-watchers think it'll come
down to
two options: extending the full roster of former
President
George W. Bush's tax cuts for a year in a lame-d
uck session
that opens Nov. 15, or punting the issue until next
year for
Obama and a new, more Republican Congress
to figure out.
Republicans are hoping to ride a wave of econom
ic fears
and anti-Washington anger to a possible takeov
er of ttie
House and at least several more seats in the
Senate. They're
certain to stand firm on their promise to extend
the Bush-era
tax cuts in their entirety. Democrats were divided
on the
issue even before the election.
About three dozen rnostl-y moderate House Democr
ats and
a few Senate Democrats already
oppose Obama's position on
raising. rates for the wealthy. So do Gov. Joe Manchi
n, DW.Va., and Chris Coons. D-Del., who would immedi
ately
join the Senate if elected Tuesday. If the questio
n were actually put to votes in Congress, the GOP might win.
From a purely political perspective, Obama can
solidify his
standing with the Democratic base by fighting for
his position or appeal to the middle by showing an ability
to work
with Republicans.
"The most likely outcome is a one-year extension
of everything," said Democratic lobbyist Steve Elmendorf.
"The second most likely outcome is nothing happens."
Elmendorf said Obama should cut a deal because letting
the tax cuts expire would be a political disaster. "Showi
ng
that he can work with Republicans irt the postelection
atmosphere is going to be important, and this is the first
way. to do
it," he said.
Regardless of how the battle turns out this fall. the
Bush
tax cuts will be in effect for purposes of next year's filing
season. If the tax cuts expire as scheduled on Dec.
31 but are
renewed early next year, workers might see smaller
paychecks for only a while, assuming the Internal Revenu
e
Service issues withholding tables that reflect a return
to preBush tax rates.
That could mean about $50 less spending money each
week for the househ* earning tilt(100 and alnrst
$90104.
per week for the family making $100,0(X).
Washington-based tax expert Ken.Klies predicis.that
ona
Congress acts, the IRS quickly will rejigger the withhol
ding
tables so taxpayers recover the earlier higher withhol
dings.

VOTE MELVIN HENLEY NOV. 2nd
STATE REPRESENTATIVE 5TH DISTRICT

°Endorsed by the Kentucky Chambe
r of Commerce
•A Leader with a proven record of
success
•A Leader with common sense and roc
k-hard values
•A Leader who has gained the respect of
members of both parties
•A Leader who has brought back fundin
g for Local Water and Sewer
projects, Murray State funding,fundin
g for veterans and teachers
•Serves on many committees vital to
the welfare of Calloway County:
Transportation, Economic Development,
Higher Education Budget
Review Subcommittee of Appropriatio
ns and Revenue, Chair of the
Capital Projects Budget Review Board,
State Government, Elections
and Constitutional Amendments

A LEADER COMMITTED TO SERVE PUBLIC SERVICE IS NOT A GAME
The Vision and Values that
Citizens of the 5th District Deserve
Over two decades ofexperience in
Economic Development, helping to bring
jobs to Murray and Calloway County
Paid for by Melvin Henley, Candidate
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL:
MISSISSIPPI STATE 24,
KENTUCKY 17

Picked
off

COLLEGE FOOTBALL: EASTERN KENTUCKY 28, MURRAY STATE 21

LATE INTERCEPTION
SPOILS KENTUCKY
COMEBACK BID
By DAVID BRANDT
AP Spons Wrtter
STARKVILLE. Miss. (AP) — Johnthan
Banks floated high above the goal line,
pulling down an intercepfion. in the waning
seconds that sealed No. 23 Mississippi
State's victory against Kentucky.
Consideriag all the opportunities the
Bulldogs had to put the game away earlier in
the evening. there was more relief at Davis
Wade Stadium than jubilation Saturday night
after the Bulldogs' 24-17 win. But for coach
Dan Mullen — it was another sign of a COnsistent trait that's served his team well dunng
the current six-game winning streak.
"There are a lot of plays that we could
have made in that game and didn't." Mullen
said. "But when we really needed a play. we
stepped up and made it."
Vick Ballard rushed for 103 yards arid a
touchdown, as Mississippi State (7-2, 3-2
Southeastern Conference) again relied on
their running game and defense to beat
Kentucky and extend its longest winning
streak since 1999.
The Bulldogs' offense certainly won't win
any style points, but it continues to produce
results. Chris ReIf completed just 7 of 16
passes for 11 1 yards arid a touchdown, but he
also ran for 79 yards. including the go-ahead
touchdown in the fourth quarter as MSU
•See KENTUCKY,28

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray State head coach Chris Hatcher questions a call from the officials in the final minute of
Saturday's 28-21 !lass to Eastern Kentucky
In Richmond. The controversial play was a 4th-and-18 pass from Casey Brockman to
Arthur Brackett which was ruled incomplete as
Brackett fell out of bounds.

Heartbreaker
KERRY StAFTH / AP
Kentucky quarterback Mike Hartline
throws a touchdown
pass as
Mississippi State's Brandon Wilson
(58) pressures during Saturday's
game in Starkville, Miss.

CONTROVERSIAL CALL,
SLUGGISH OFFENSE STUFF RACERS'
BID FOR .500
By TOMMY DILLARD

Sports Editor
RICHMOND. Ky. — It would have
been an unlikely fourth-and-long conversion.
And with the way Murray State's
offense had struggled Saturday afternoon at Eastern Kentucky, it didn't
COLLEGE FOOTBALL:
seem probable.
PITTSBURGH 20.
But sophomore quarterback Casey
Broclunan stepped up in the pocket on
LOUISVILLE 3
4th-and- 18 from the EKU 29-yard-line
with less than a minute left on the clock
and the Racers trailing by a touchdown,
and found Arthur Brackett on an out
pattern to the visitor's sideline.
Brackett went up to grab the ball and
thought he drug both feet in bounds
before falling out.
So did head coach Chns Hatcher and
the rest of the Murray State sideline.
Unfortunately for the Racers. the
By ALAN R'OBINSON
sick judge didn't agree, ruled the pass
AP Sports Writer
incomplete, tuming the ball over to
PITISBURGH (AP)-- Louisville threw Eastern Kentucky.
when Pitt expected the nut imd ran when the
Game, set. match.
Panthers began anticipating the pass. The
No .500 record for Murray State and
Cardinals' offense lined up in empty sets, the no winning Ohio Valley Conference
wildcat formation and pro-set alignments. mark. At least not today.
yet nothing worked.
Instead, the Racers suffered a 28-21
Jahaal Sheard wouldn't allow it.
loss and fell to 3-5 overall and 2-3 in the
Sheard forced a fumble that led to a conference with three games remaining
touchdown while leading a Pitt defense that on the schedule.
never allowed Louisville's ineffective
Postgame speculation was that teleoffense to generate any momentum. and the vision replay had indicated Brackett did
Panthers won 20-3 Saturday to stay unbeaten
in the Big East.
Ray Graham and Dion Lewis ran for
scores in the second half atter Pittsburgh (53, 3-0) settled for a 6-3 halftime lead on Dan
Hutchins field goals of 42 and 26 yiuxis.
RICHMOND, Ky. — Sure, no one
Sheard. double-teamed at times. forced wearing blue and gold particularly
two fumbles and had two sacks and three enjoyed the way Saturday's game
tackles for losses to repeatedly frustrate a
ended.
Cardinals offense that has scored one touchControversial calls
down in 10 quarters.
and missed opportuniGoing into the season. Sheard was supties aside, however. the
posed to be Pitt's second best defensive end.
Ohio
Valley
With 2(X)9 Big East co-defensive player of
Conference's two footthe year Greg Romeo% out nearly all season
ball-playing schools in
with a bad back. Sheanl has emerged as a
the state ot Kentucky
game-changing player.
put on a show that was
"I think he's the best player in the Big East
Tama entertaining and close
bar none. offense or defense." Pitt safety
Mums from opening kickoff
Dom Deticco said. "lie's getting double and
Sports
Editor to final whistle.
tnple teamed but he's making plays. When
And if we're lucky.
we needed a play. Jabaal's doing it for us."
the way the game was

Fumbles
doom Cards
at ritt

Up Next
Tennessee Tech at
Murray State
When: Saturday 1 p m
Where: Roy Stewart Stadium
Radio: WFGS. 103 7 FM
Records: MSU 3-5 (2-3. °VC), TTU 4-4 (3-2
OVC1
Lest meeting: TTU won 45-14 in 2uo9
Series: TTU lead; 41-33.1

indeed make the catch in bounds. and
the Racers would have continued their
dnve inside the Colonel 20-yard-iine.
Regardless, Hatcher said his team
didn't play well enough () win.
"We would have liked to have had
another set of downs there," said
Hatcher. "i thought he caught it, but the
refs said he didn't. and that's how the
game ended.
"But it shouldn't have ever gotten to
that point. We blew to() inany chances
throughout the course of the game to
win it."
The fashion oi the loss stung particularly badly for the Racer players, who
rolled into Richmond with plenty of
momentum after winning three of their
last kiur games.
The fact that they played perennial
OVC power Eastern Kentucky. which
has now won nine of its past ten games
against the Racers. to the final seconds
wa.s no consolation.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger

Times

MSU linebacker Zech Kutch goes airborn to bring down Eastern
Kentucky quarterback Jacob Russell during the first half of
Saturday's game.
"YrC thought ithe catch) was there, of its best efforts of the season, holding
but it's nothing we can control," senior EKU to just 266 yards of offense, but
receiver Miu-cus Harris said. "...We've the offense struggled to put points on
made progress. We know we can hang the board.
with anybody. We felt like today' we
While still managing to throw for
should have come away with the victo- just shy of 3(X) yards, Brockman was
less than sharp. completing just 55 perrY."
Murray State's defense turned in one
•See RACERS,2B

Amped up in-state rivalry would be good for Racers

lit

played throughout as well as the way it generate anywhere close to the level of
ended — heartbreak for Murray. State, interest that thc Clarksville community
triumph for Eastern Kentucky. on takes in men's basketball.
Homecoming — will help fuel the inYou could make a case for
state rivalry between the two schools.
Tennessee-Martin as the Racers'
In basketball. there isn't any ques- biggest football rival.
tion as to whom the Racers' biggest
The Skyhawks are Murray State's
rival is.
closest fere in tertns of geographical
Murray State-Austin Peay has been proximity. But that nvalry seems to
a heated and not-so-friendly affair for have had its heyday thanks to Matt
quite some time and even earned Griffin. who left Martin to coach at
recognition as one of the nation's top Murray.
under-the-radar rivalries from ESPN
Now that Griffin is gone. some of
several years ago.
the hype around the game has left as
But the Govermws only recently. well.
came back to OVC play in fotnball and
Plus, when the Racers look at proAustin Pcay's gridiron pursuits don't grams to which the) should aspire

toward. Martin. as the perennial conference doortuat up until about five
years ago, is not historically a good
pick.
So what about Eastern Kentucky?
The Colonels are an in-state foe and
are histoncally one of the top football
programs in the OVC. If you want to
win in the league. you generally hay e
to go through Richmond.
The Racers and Colonels are the
only remaining founding members of
the ()VC still playing foothall in the
league. Morehead State, which also
helped form the conference in 1948, is
III See
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Sparks places 30th at Middle
School State Championships
Staff Report
Murray's Kenzley Sparks was
the top local finisher Saturday at
the
KTCCCA
Meet
of
Champions Middle School State
Championship in Lexington.
The eighth-grader finished
3(kh overall out of 389 participants in the girl's state championship meet. with a time of
17:02 09. collecting 23 points

for the Lady Tigers. who finished 3Ist overall in the team
score.
Following Sparks was seventh grader Claire Wilson. who
finished in 201st place with a
niark of 19:41.83.
Seventh-grader Zan Speed
was next for Murray Middle,
coming in at 20:20.36. which
was good for 239th place. while

')ponsored by

Stuart Alexander
11' NO,Th tlymiss
MuFtuy Kentucky
' ,',••x1,1.1•Iark
(2701 753-4703

UCR,

eigth grader Bailey Kennedy
ished in 297th v).ith
Mu,
21:28.08.
Eighth- grader
Abigail
Paschall rounded out the top4i)e
for Murray with a tinie ot
2 i :57.99. good for 312th place.
On the boys side. Murr,o,
only participant. seventh glatici
Nate Wray. finished 347th with a
mark of 19:16.04.

1
:fg
0

4
j
4,-EC
!
"P4
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SCOREBOARD
2010 Postseason Baseball Glance
Ali Times CDT
WORLD SERIES
Wednesday. Oct. 27
1,1;1 .1
Texas 7
Thursday, Oct. 28
r
,
1 ,,0 9 Texas 0
Saturday. Oct. 30
-1 -.Art Franc,,,0 2 San
se,
es 2 1
Sunday. Oct. 31
rBumgarner 7-6) al
lax,, ;H.,nter 13-4) 7 20 p m
Monday, Nov. 1
F'1nCISCG ilincecum 16-10) at
Texas (Lee 12-91 6 57 p m
Wednesday, Nov. 3
Texas at San Francesco it necessary
6 57 p m
Thursday. Nov. 4
Texas at San Francisco i: necessary
u 57 p rr,

NAPONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pet
N Y Giants
5 2 0 714
Pniladelphia
4 3 0 571
Washiagton
4 4 0 500
Dallas
1
6 0 143
South
W
L T Pet
Atlanta
5 2 0 714
Tampa Bay
5 2 0 714
New Orleans
5 3 0 625
Carolina
1
6 0 143
North
W
L T Pct
Green Bay
5 3 0 625
Chrago
4 3 0 571
Minnesota
2 5 0 286
Detroit
2 5 0 286
West
W
L T Pct
Sean*
1
3 0 571
St Louis
4 0 500
Arizona
3 4 0 429
San Francisco
2 6 0 250

From
Athletics
The Murray State men's and
women's cross country teams
completed 2010 Ohio Valley
Conference
competition
Saturday morning at the OVC
Championships in Cookeville.
Tenn., hosted by Tennessee Tech
.it Southem Hills Golf Course.
From Page 113
ning the ball, and that's been lead to 21-18 and kicker KiCtlall
The women's squad placed cent ot his passes. Several balls something that's opened
up our Cullen tied the game with a 43third out of 10 teams and was that could have gone for big attack. ..We just didn't
play very yard field goal in the teurth quarpaced by senior Katelyn Jones. gains were overthrown while well on offense. That's
kind of ter.
Jones finished 10th with a time others were dropped by wide- been what's earned us.
arid it got
Murray State did leave si
of 19:07.53. improving on her outs.
us today."
points on the field. howe‘er.
individual championship time at
The passing game also didn't
Eastern Kentucky quarterback the form of two Cullen misses
the Tennessee Tech Invite held get the support it has come to T.J. Pryor, who was nursing
an front 37 and 35 yards. 'The
four weeks ago on the same expect from the rushing attack.
injured elbow, didn't start. but Preseason All-OVC selection
National Football League
course by 14 seconds. She
Running back Mike Harris played most of the game for the was 2-for-4 on the day
Al! Times CDT
received All-OVC Second Team fought his way. to a hard-earned Colonels and scored the decisive
AMERICAN CONFEF1BNCE
East
honors.
Sunday's Garnet
63 yards and averaged just,three touchdown when he broke a 29W
L T Pct
San Francisco 24 Denver 16
Senior Asenath NaAman fol- per carry against the top rushing yard run up the rniddle on a 4thNew England
6
1 0 857
Detrort 37. Washington 25
N X Jets
lowed in 20th place as the next defense in the OVC.
5 2 0 714
Kansas City 13 Buffalo 10. OT
and-1 play with 4:19 left in the
Miami
4 3 0 571
St Louis 20, Carobna 10
highest Murray State finisher.
Hatcher credited some of his fourth quarter.
Buffalo
0 7 0 0C10
Miami 22 Cincinnati 14
completing the 5K course in offense's sluggishness to Eastern
Pryor finished the day with 79
South
Jacksonvaie 35, Dallas 17
OVC(Overall)
19:45.54. Junior Kayla Crusham Kentucky's blitzing defense. rushing yards and 140 through School
W
L T Pct
Green Bay 9. N Y Jets 0
Houston
4 2 0 667
SE Missouri St. 7-0 (8-1)
San Diego 33, Ter.nessee 25
was two spots back. running in which. in addition to limiting the the air.
indianapoits
4 2 0 667
New England 28. Minnesota 18
19:49.85 to place 22nd.
run. sacked Brockman three
Tennessee
After marching 80 yards Jacksonville St. 5-0 (8-0)
5 3 0 625
Oaldand 33, Seattle 3
JacksonvrIle
4 4 0 500
Freshman Bernadette Catron times and hurried him countless downfield on their first posses- Tennessee Tech 3-2
Tampa Bay 38, Anzona 35
0-4)
North
New Orleans 20. Pittsburgh 10
placed 26th, running the course others.
sion to take a 7-0 lead on a twoW
L T Pct
3-3
14-5
Monday's Game
in 19:57.67. Junior Karissa
Baltimore
Nontheless, however. the yard Mike Harris touchdown
5 2 0 714
Houston
at Indianapolis. 7 30 p m
s
tech' 'entucky 2-2 (3-5)
U r'
Pittsborgh
5 2 0 714
Magnuson ran the course in first-year head coach was disap- run, the Racers fell behind 21-10 Ea
Cleveland
Murray Slate
2 5 0 286
2-3 (3-5)
20:27.52 to finish in 36th. Junior pointed in his squad's execution. going into halftime.
Cincinnati
2 5 0 286
Bridget Stichnot placed in 43rd
1-4 (2-6)
"(Brockman) didn't play as
West
A 42-yard scoring drive in Austin Peay
W
L T Pct
with a time of 20:51.83 while well as he's been playing but he which the Racers got a big punt Eastern Illinois 1 -6 (1-8)
Kansas City
5 2 0 714
junior Jarni Kloenne completed did make some plays." Hatcher retum from Dontrell Johnson and Tennessee St. 0-4 (3-5)
Oakland
4 4 0 500
the MSU team with a time of said. "We had a hard time run- a 16-yard Mike Harris run cut the
San Diego
3 5 0 375
Saturday, Oct. 30
Denver
2 6 0 250
21:06.43 to place 48th in the
Murray SI 21 Easlem Kentucky 28
UT Martin 1 7 Southeast Missoun St 24
field of 75.
Eastern Illinois 28 lostin Peay 10
Eastern Kentucky.. took the
Saturday, Nov.6
individual team title, scoring the
Tennessee Tech at Murray St 1 p m
Marlin
UT
at Austin Peay. 1 p m
top three finishing positions and
II The Calloway County High School boys and girls
Backboard Clubs
Southwest Baptist at SEMO, 1 p m
placing five runners in the top 10.
will host the Laker Legends Dinner on Friday, Nov
Eastern Illinois at Tennessee St 5 p rn
19 at 6:30 p.m. in tba
Eastern Illinois finished second
CCHS cafeteria. The keynote speaker will be Stan
Jacksonville St. at Eastern Kentucky. 6
Key. Meet and greet
Pm
will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner schedded for 6:30 and the program
with three runners in the top 10.
ba
follow.
Please
Jacksonville State placed
e-mail
your
E. KENTUCKY 28, MURRAY ST. 21
reservation
ten.futrell@calloway.kyschools.us by Nov. 16.
Murray St
fourth behind the Racers and
7 3 8 3--21
E Kentucky
7 14 07-28
were followed by Southeast
First Ouarter
II Murray High School will host Tiger Night on Saturday,
Missoun in fifth, Tennessee Tech
Nov. 1
Mur:
Harns 2 run iCuller kicky 10 57
5 p.m. to 7:30 p.rn. at MHS. The MHS boys and girls
EKen: Pryor 3 run(0Connor luck: 7 20
basketball
and Austin Peay in a tie for sixth,
will be introduced along with the MMS boys and girls teams,
Second Quarter
little
Tennessee-Martin in eight,
Mur: FG Cullen 39 11 24
teams, Tiger Stars. MHS and MMS cheerleaders anci
MHS and
Morehead State in ninth and
EKen: Bantoman I run (0Connor kick)
dance teams. A cnili supper will be included.
- 34
Tennessee State in 10th.
Ekren: Hams 49 pass trufn Pryor
Sophomore Derek Perry: was
O'Connor kick) 40
the high finisher for the ninthThird Quarter
Mur:
Mi Hams 1 run (Ma Harris rMSS tr0n,
place finishing men's team. placBro..n. 7 06
TOMMN DIL LARD Ledger & Times
From Page 18
thanks to his peiform
ing in 44th with a time of Eastern Kentucky's
Fourth Quarter
NicK Vacini reaches for Murray State
a basketball-only member.
against the Racers, will be
28:32.88.
Mur. FG Cullen 43. 9 34
wide receiver Marcus Harris.
As a result of that long histo- ing to Roy Stewart Stadium
EKen: Pryor 29 run (0Connor kick) 4:19
A 11 600
ry. Saturday's game was the year
Itur
EKen
70th meeting between the two
If things continue to p
First down:.
23
12
schools.
as they have under Ha
Rushes -yards
37.74 42.108
Fassng
299
158
Admittedly. the series has Murray State could be in
Comp-An-Int 31-56-1
12-23-1
been lopsided. EKU owns a 41- thick of the conference race, it
Return Yands
36
31
25 edge over the Racers with things continue to progress • fp
F unts-Avg
7-41 1
9-43 7
F timbres-Lost
1-1
2-1
four ties sprinkled in.
they have at EKU for the past St
Peoalbes-Yards 4-40
8-49
But rivalries don't always years, the Colonels will likely it
Time ot Possession 29 G8 30 52
have to be an even match histor- there, too.
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING: Murray St.: M. Hams 21-63.
ically to blossom. Just look at
And if you think the players
Barnett 3-7 Ma Harns 1-1 Brady I-0.
the Murray State-Austin Peay will forget about what happened
Brockman 11-0 E. Kentucky: Pryor 1479 Bantoman 10-21 Friesian 5-10
basketball rivalry. It's alive and in Richmond on Saturday, think
Denham 3-1 Russell 9-0 Team 1-(minus
well despite the Racers owning a again.
31
71-41) all-time advantage.
"I'll definitely try to be
PASSING:Murray St: Brockman 31-56-1299 E. Kentucky: Pryor 10-17-1-140.
So let's start with next year.
that game (next year)," said se
Russell 2-6-0-18
Circle that Eastem Kentucky ior wide receiver Marcus Ha.m
RECEIVING: Murray St.: Ma Hams 12game on your 2011 calendar. "I already know coach is got
128
Harns 5-17, Daniels 4-56, Barnett
4-34 D Dunante 3-34 Brackett 3-30 E.
The Colonels and quarterback to have something in his b
Kentucky: Hams 5-74 Ju Williams 3-24
T.J. Pryor, who was the OVC's pocket for that game."
Cromer 2-41 Lengel 1.14. Sharp 1-5
Offensive Player of the Week
For his part. Murray Sta
coach Chris Hatcher said
would like to see the rivalry g
amped up a bit. But he a
knows the chief ingredient th
will require.
"It would be nice if we cou
On Ballot
win some of them," he said.'
#1 In Qualifications
think that's one out of the
nine."
Listens To Your
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Elect
Mike Conte

Property Valuation Administrator

Amos Ed10 Wee_gsAyi Deo
Murray City Council
•
Concerns Votes With You In Mind
40 Years of Business
Experience!

v7 principal broker & auctioneer at Olive Branch Realty

licensed real estate agent in Kentucky

Paid !cm tycandtdate

MONESSEN
c

a.1 Zogi

• Aviation Logistics Officer while in military—commanded a
workforce of more than 200

Kentucky

-irertecei

S

toch now.

vl Mike and his wife, Nancy, have three adult children
Man\
‘7, lifelong conservative
Lit zcith
Personality.

• follows principles of Republican Party

To
Choose
From'

"! know how taxes and property values work.There are
things we can improve...things I will improve for the
people of Calloway County,"
For positive changes and new ideas please vote for Mike
Conley on Nov. 2 as your choice for FVA.

rilUgq AY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 E.

Pood for by conibthiite

Main •

753-8201

West KY's Authorized Monessen Dealer/Distributor!

From Page le
gained 214 yards on the ground.
"They know we're a runnin
team and they did a good job o
loading die box," Mullen said.
"But that's where we wanted to be
— 214 rushing yards. We just
have to clean up the passing
game."
Kentucky (4-5, 1-5) hasn't
beaten a ranked team on the mad
since 1998. Randall Cobb caught
12 pa.sses for 171 yards arid a
touchdown.
The Bulldogs jumped out to
an early 10-0 lead after Ballard's
54-yard touchdown run in the
first quarter. The 5-foot-I0, 215pound running back missed last
week's game against AlabamaBirmingham because of an arikle
injury, but looked healthy: as he
continually gashed Kentucky's
defense.
"If everybody blocks, I've got
the easy part," Ballard said.
But the Wildcats fought their
way back. tying the game at 17
late in the third quarter on a 2yard touchdown pass from
Hartline to Moncell Allen.
Kentucky came into thegame
averaging 34.8 points but struggled to gain traction against
Mississippi State's stingy defense.
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CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct
5 2 0 714
4 3 0 571
4 4 0 500
1 6 0 143
outh
W L T Pet
5 2 0 714
5 2 0 714
5 3 0 625
1 6 0 143
lorth
W L T Pct
5 3 0 525
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2 5 0 286
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W L T Pet
4 3 0 571
4 4 0 500
3 4 0 429
2 6 0 250
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday
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VISA

010
Loral
Notice
Calloway County Taxpayer's Notice
The 2010 tax County billa are now due and payable If you
do not receive your
bill in the next few days, please contact the Calloway County
Sheriffs Office at
761-4TAX Please pay your tax bill at 701 Olive Street When
mailing your payment, plea. include your copy of the tax bill or put the tax
bill number on your
check If you wish a paid receipt returned to you, please
enclose a selfaddressed, stamp envelope The following are the collection dates
2% diacount: November 1. 2010 thru Noveinber 30, 2010
Face Amount. December 1, 2010 thru December 31, 2010
5% Penalty January 1, 2011 thru January 31, 2011
10% Penalty 10'1 Sheriffs Add on Fee February 1.
2011 and thereafter
IMPORTANT NOTICE:
All delinquent tax bill. will be transferred to the County
Clerk's Office at; of the
cl.e of business on April 15, 2011 The date will need be
changed if the tax collection schedule ha. been delayed to cause the face amount
of the tax bill to be
due after December 31. 2010 In addition to the penalties
and fees that are
applied by the Sheriffs Office all pay-ments made in the
County Clerk's Office
are subject to interest at 1% per month the delinquencyis also subject to being
sold to a third party in the summer of 2011

BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORi

•

WFSITRN BAFIEF HOSPITAL

Doe.s
Winter Work Summer Fun
Western Baptist is seeking Registered Nurses
interested in working on a temporary basis
through the high. census winter months. These
Positions will provide supplemental staffing to
facilitate patient throughput from December
through March. Shifts will be scheduled
between 7 PM Sunday and 7 PM Friday.
Interested applicants may apply through our
Career Center at wiww.westembaptist.com
EOE

the Deductibles'

Avoid inflationary cost

MEDICARE
SlUF'PLEMENT

Lock in pnce, ssngle pat: or
payment plan

PacCarty
murpay
city
I. Council

Britthaven of Benton is currently acceptirg
applications tor the following position:
RN afternoon shift Monday Friday.
We offer competitive wages and an exceitent benet package Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky.
Apply In person at Brintiaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 CCEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Patti I," h:

OF MURR/1 , KY
& COMNIERCIAL •

trovI, .1ficapri
•
• •
• •

•

WILATTBD
YOUR
`VOTE FOR.

Paid tor by
Michael D. Corley
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for oniy one
incorrect Insertion.
Any inror should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are betieved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
anv of its employees
accept any responsibilty whatsoever for their
ictivities
PUMPKINS
•Jack-O-Lantern
*Cindrella
•Small Sugar (Pie)
•Miniatore eNhile
Wright Farms
2241 JOrre•
Sparkman Rd
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2280
050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a caii.
welt be glad to help,
Your loved cne
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & TIMPS

Call 753-1916

Help Wanted

FULL OR PAFIT time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

r
qar
Aii
Belhaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Brittheven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE:AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

060
Help woad
C A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
tor the foliowing positions for a temporary
assignment
Positions available on
1st. 2nd. and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Rep:esentahve
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckiones.net
si
i
V
t
www.chuckiones.net
for
complete
lob
descriptions
If hireci applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

CAR WASH ATTENDANT:
Friday.
Saturday, Sunday, &
Monday.
Retirees
Welcome. Must have
mechanical skills. Call
573-380-4504

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
jobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and lix:alt,4,
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
FULL Time position for
an automotive parts
counter. Right person
will
have strong computer
skills and fnendly personality Experience
preferred but will train
right person. Monday
Thru Friday. 7-5 Send
Resume io PO Box 148
Attention
Hiring
Manager. Si0 pe,hour

COMMUNITY Options,
!ne , national non-profit
Jedii.ated to empowenng
indn 'duals w developMURRAY
Church
mental disabilities is curneeds Organist for
rently
seeking
Sunday Worship serv( ommunity Support Staff
ices
at
10.30am.
m Benton, KY FT & PT
Additional in Novemtrer
opportunities aYailablet
&
December
&
Responsibilities include
February-April
en
assisting w daily hying
Wednesday at 7:15pm.
skills & the deyelopment
Competitive
PaY,
ot independent communiPlease call Peggy at
ty hying. administeting
270-753-6712 for more
medication and complete
information
the appropriate (locomen
NEED IMMEDIATELY,
lawn. and accompanying
E xperienced
,ndis idual to & from
Motorsports
appointments actisities
Technician. Work expe11 S diploma (ill). a
rience prefened, must
alisi Driver's lacense
demonstrate
strong
a good &lying record and
mechanical
skills,
a clean background arc a
desire
to
work
hard. be
must' FOE Please r.ubrnit
cooperative.
& take
resume
to
direction. Must pass
Carla Spencerta comop or
drug
test_
Apply
in per270-906g or fax to
son at Town & Country
22x4
Motorsports in Murray
or call 270-753-8078
ask for Vvade

753-9224
NJ %St LEAVE 1111.SS
N.0 k NICCLURE 0%1 NUR
'SINCE 1993
TH tilkatS kiF1

Graphic Design Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALLIN
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533

kNING

RFSIDI

Salary will be based on expenence

1

OUR RUSIN!SS

Massage if.herapy
Reye.s- .
. , \Li 61 MI

Call Ashley 'Morris‘or,
Ca rric! Stephen,,on
753-14116
a mi pliee .
1tour ad today!

4 '

1,111,•,irylit

,11,1
It, t ‘r,

p'/: Vire

Imp?. .

2x2 S12.00 a wee)(
2.x 1 S6.00 a week
13 week contract'
Runs on Monday

1.

-

"

sal '0110

An Equal Opportunity. Employer

-(7/.49
Alto

•

A DVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts. developing advertising plans anti developing new. accounts in
Murray. and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales expefience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary. plus commission, are all pan of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Your Job

OEM
Help Wanted

NOW HIRING
ENTHUSIASTIC SALM
CONSULTANTS
*Great working ensironment
..5 day work week
*Health & dental insurance plus 40IK program
*Olt every many holiday
ttHEST PAY PLAN IN AREA
tiDemo allowance
ttWeeklv & monthly bonus
ifaid vacation
•Prolessional Training both tn house & by a
nationally recognized trainer
41 selling truck tor 33 year, in a
•Fanuly owned & operated
APPLY IN PERSON
CONTACT: AL PAGE OR Rtrs
1352 Hwy. 45 North
P.O. Box 1033
Mayfield. K1 42i1m,
12701 247-9300

s‘ Is

D_ tiniNur e,r
(Orkrials.fr
at illarrallellter 1011

Nome Fienishings

NOW HIRING
Delivery/Ws.,
& Sales. Api,
son at
Murray Supply, 20E_
East
Main
Street
Mon-Fra Barm5prr
No Phone Calls
r

NOW
HIRING
in
Housekeeping.
Laundry,
Afternoon
Desk, & Night Audit at
Best Western. Apply

Ventless Propane Gas
Log Set. $250 270753-1829

1..124/LIQUORS 1
nrstofrcLocalK,

Sesmig
tdcenset Lotlrive
(ntoy
Building & Fixtums

Accepting
resumes
Atl sales careers
& other positions
Send to
Po Pax .363
Murray, KY
42071

LARGE
SELEcTION
USED APPLIANCES

MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs,Upgrades
759.3556

WARD-ELKINS
605 E

1.2111St

(270)753-1713
' The Place to

ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Statt.... Murray

BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004

Ledger 8 Times
(270)753-1916 "

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Geod.,. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

SERVICE Clerk sought
by John Deere dealership to work in our GOOD used air condigrowing service depart- tioner, stove, refngerament. Qualified appli- tor electric & gas
cants must have a pos- heater, storm windows
itive attitude. ability to 753-4109
work with others, and
customer service skills
Buying & Selling
We offer competitive
old U S. Coins.
pay. and a complete
Collections &
employee benefit packCurrency Silver
age. Send resumes to
dollars. halves.
recruiting @ hutsoninc.c
quarters. dimes.
om. We are an equal
gold coins. proof
opportunity employer,
sets & mints sets.
we do not discriminaRandy Brandon
tion on the basis of
293-6999
race, color, religion.
sex, age, national origin, or status as an
individual with a disability or protected vet
eran.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heatt of Hazel
090
and
Trend-N Demesne & Childcare
Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
Christian Childcare appraise coins 270
Center now enrolling 753-4161
ages
1 5
years
DRYER,
Case tracLocated at 810 Whitnell (00801 Bt. real estate
by Neon Beach Full- lots.
Will consider
time rate is $1104k
trades. 753-4109. 227Part-time
rate
is 1546
$23iday with a 2 day
RICH top soil. red gravminimum
270-767- el tor sale.
210-3781.
'1177
559-2032

1

3 pc. solid wood full
size bedroom suite wi
box spring niattress
$250. With comforter.
bedskirl.
&
pillow
shams. All in like new
condition
$300. 2
wrought iron glass top
end tables $25. 2 blue
table iamps $10. 7610183

fOr S300k
270-534-1241

.PECO
_.

Search Is
Over?

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 s ird • MurraN, KY 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

The Murray Ledger & 'Times is currently
accepting resumes for an expenenced Graphic
Designer. Proficiency with Qua.rk X-Press and,
Adobe Photoshop is required. Must be able tomulti-task and work efficiently in a fast paced
environment.

Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans. are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Irrev,cable Medicaid
Appmved

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY curgrs

GRAPHIC DESIGN

$75.60 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Pre-4 rranyrineat Spec!th.t

nue Policy Pay 100'7i of

You are responsible for the deduetible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Parr A. $1.35 un
Part B ('all me far more inforrnatom

"Wee

GET THIS'XI
AD FOR ONLY

Doha- l'011oughbo

Lou V. MeGary

CAMP SI MI(

020

- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE

Registered Nurses

•
1

Gather Up

•
•
•
•

Subscribe fe the

MI RHO

LEDGER&TIMES
I

Home Deliver

I

555.00 3 mo..
$105.00 6 mo...
I

6 mu.
I i yr.

• Rest of KY/TN
Ple1,1(

11110‘101/1111

3 MO
6 mo
1 yr
Check

Local Mail

$70 64)

690.00
5120.00

S35.00
$63.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 me
$%.00
I yr
$145.00

Money Order

Irma

M/C

1

Name
St. Addre,City
State

Zip

1

Daytime Ph
Mail Ail, coupon with payment t..

a

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
14 (all (2701 753-1916

1

1
1

CLASSIFIEDS

-IR • Monday. November 1, 2010

Murray Ledgei & I imes

Murray ledgl

ON BEA

Looking
Mgr.* ledger &
1100..n R

MINI
TORA11311E.

Size Units • Climate cent
24/7 Surveillance • Elactricity

nat,
rd nuke

B12 WhOtemift Ave.

7

Mu can COStal on the
most experienced
in Witt Ky.

3

Ad,
r•ntal
,
rral r•aate ba,r‘i or ta..
r,
-flier federal las

....

1

Fiewcid
I
FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 2931357 or 270-559-1424

-OWNER Finance38R,
2BA
54.950/down $695/mo
193 Seth Ln, Murray
615-397-3171
1 acre comer lot wrth
mobile home, attached
garage & out building
Excellent
location
Northwest of Murray.
Call 293-9200, 7537845
2007 Cavalier, 16x80,
3BR, 2BA. vinyl skiing,
shingle roof. like new
270-489-2525
2BR & Lot $11,900
27i.; -53 6012

I

280
Motels Homes For Rent

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
2BR, C/H/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR CM/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

- 1'1,
1,

460
Noma For Sels
309 Woodlawn 3BR
2BA.
new
decor
$79,900 474-2520
BEAUTIFUL 3 beautiful
3 bdrs 2 ba in town
Totally remodeled Just
$129,900
Call
270-759-8780
Campbell Realty
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

& 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposit
Required
270-7534109

SEG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

2BR, 1BA. 1 mile west
of Murray. $550/mo
753-2225, 556-9037.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available.
C/H/A.
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

360

2BR $295.00
753-6012

'

NOUNS For Rare

3BR. 1BA north of
Murray, with garage
and
large
shop.
Deposit required. 753°531.

REDUCED. Pnced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient, 3BR, 2BA 2car garage. 2,240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings.
concrete
driveway,
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559-2032.
TO view all homes for
sale go to
www campbellrealtycom

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4p.m. M-F

KEY.MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt 121S
Murray.
42071
270-753-5562

KY

J&L RENTALS
MIN1-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
iCerwr ri 121 1, Lineage.
10X10 $25 13x i5 $40
t270) 436-2524
1270) 293-6906

05 Yamaha Zuma
49cc.
270-753.2111 or 27°293-5987
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-855e
TDD I -800.545-IA33
Est. 283
1:r Equal oppodurxry

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
wcrk
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Make
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

270-293-5624

• weekly & special pick
• Ins:ally owned/opt:at:4
759-1151 • 293-27&41
293-2'784
'1 la mi I ton .rat;ite

07
Ford
Escape
imited. one owner,
40,000 miles. 2277418
1980 Mercerise 450SL
convertible, silver, both
tops. 1997 Lincoln
Mark 4 LSC black
coupe,
sunroof,
loaded, chrome. Local
cars.
Gorgeous!
$5,995 each. Call 404313-1051.

1998
Internationc
4900, DT 466e, single
axle. day cab with custom steel flat-bed.
190,000 miles, very
good
condition,
$15,500
270-2934393
S10

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water. trash. and 'Urnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
YOU won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus, CMA, W&D
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 293-3710 2934600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday FndaY
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TM)#1-800-648-6056

Cemeartal Prop. Fcc Rent

deal location for small
business in Dixieland
Business Center. 404
N. 4th St. AiC and gas
heat. 100% fireproof.
Plenty
of parking.
Shroat
Developers.
270-753-3018

ACA Yorkte male.
9 wks horne raised,
health
guaranteed
436-5508. 293-5508
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer Puppies
$300 270-435-4420
AKC Rottweiler Pups.
$400 270-376-2540
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Papillon Pups $75 270748-5575
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC, CKC, male $200270-251-0310
$300
evenings

Only $12 per spot • ione person, 20 word limit
Double spots: 5'8 •(40 word limit'

Deadline: Monday Novembef 8th
at 5:00 Ant

Apphar)(
FiF.pair

LEil'GER &TIMES

VNIetr(i ElkinS

*.k.r \table.
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

Classified Dept. 753-1916
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436-

Handyman Work,
•••••••••

•www.murra

Jai oh
270-978-02 78

Che0 us cut on the Web!

SUDOKU
Canceptis SueloRsi

. FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing

LAWN Care Service.
Reasonable
rates,
starting at $15. 27°753-2405

Call Today Frr
Free Estimate'.
27a-562-2228

By Dave Green

Answer to previous puzzle
2 3 4 7 9 6 1 5 8
9 8 7 1
5 6 1

8 2 3 6 7 9 4 1

3
6

5
t

7 5 6 2 8 1

1

4 1

9 4 3

2 9 5 3 8 7 6
•
•••

8
34 9
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Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday-, Nov. 2, 2010:
This year, you renew a key area
of your life. Often you take on
too much responsibility, then
you feel as if you must push others. Ask yourself why- you
behave in this manner. What
would happen if you didn't feel
the need to compensate for others? Decide what works best for
you, and honor that decision.
Your first responsibility is to
you and your life. If you are single, you meet people with ease.
You could find that you enjoy'
being in a new crowd. If you are
attached, the two of you gain
through expanding your social
network. You also will enjoy
your time together
more.
VIRGO comes through for you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Opt for a one-on-one
conversation with a partner or
2003
associate_ You suddenly see
Springdale 30ft
rrany more issues and possibili1211 Shee Out
ties because of this talk_ Don't
Brand New!
iull yourself into assuming everyNever Been Used,
COM $26 000 new
thing is fine. or else you could
S/0,900 293-4602
have a surprising jolt. Tonight.
Put your feet up.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your ability to draw in
many different perspectives
emerges. A partner or associate
could be testing your abilities
• without even knowing it. You
L&M
have what it takes. though you
LAWN SERVICE
might feel like you need to take a
Meeting, Manicuring
class in juggling! Tonight. Do
landscaping A
only what you love.
teal VaCtiuming
Satisfaction guarantee. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Stay close to home.
753-T816 227-061
Everyone needs a timeout once
a while. VVhy would you be
any different? A boss or someYOUR AD
one you look up to blows into
EOULD BE
your day as if he or she were the
only person in your life. Maintain
HERE FOR
a sense of humor Tonight: Nap,
ONLY 975.00
then opt for some fun
A, MONTH
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
CALL 753.1916
***** Keep your imagination
on the front burner, and share
your thoughts This openness
FUTRELL'S Tree
mil have a very positive impact
Service
on your communication of you
Trimming,
removal, also demonstrate listening skills.
stump grinding. fireTonight. Surprising news comes
wood. Insured 489forwe.rd!
2839.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

by Jacqueline Diger
***** Financial extremes
punctuate
your
dealings.
Whatever is going on, people
don't feel like reining in their
impulsiveness Know your limits
while still enjoying the frivolous
tone of the moment. Tonight. A
late-ev:ening discussion could be
significant.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Communication nourishes, and you might feel very
good about a key individual in
your life. Your ability to greet
upset might be tested. Of
course, everyone prefers the
good times. Extremes and
strong feelings punctuate your
interactions. Tonight: Pay bills
first.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** At prosent, you might not
be able to convince others of the
rightness of your ways Perhaps
you might want to look within
and see how very judgmental
you are. Learning to respect and
honor others' ideas could be
instrumental. Tonight: Nap, then
decide.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your interests generally don't coincide with those of
others, yet you find that your
friends andior associates are all
on the same page Your creativity surges in this carefree environment. Tonight: Let it all hang
out.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Honor your commitments and responsibilities. On
some level, you feel as if you
don't have enough time to cover
all the bases. Prioritize, and you
will accomplish what is important. Tonight: The later it gets,
the more fun you have.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
****
Understanding
will
evolve if you relax and don't
become defensive. On some
level, you feel as if you always
need to be in charge Let go of
self-imposed demands, and
relax. Someone who is a bit offbeat helps you identify with different ideas. Tonight. Where
your mind can roam.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A partner might be a little
too demanding, but you also
might decide to accept his or her
terms Understanding about this
specific bond becomes much
clearer as a result of the present
give-and-take. Tonight: Dinner
and a chat
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Realize that others might

be more vested in a project than
you are. As a result. you could
find yourself in a power struggle.
Ask yourself it it is i'eally worth it.
Let the key people in your life
have it their way. They need to
understand the ramifications of
their decisions. Tonight: A force
to be dealt with
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-(270)759-0501

Sudoku is a nurriber-placmg puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wih
several given numbers The oblect is to place the numbers t
in the ernply squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number onty once The difbcutty level
of the Concepes Sudoku a-ie./eases from Monday to Sunday

46 2
1
7
9

MITCHEO.
BROS.
PAVING

Campers
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905

flockw•13 Exteriors
Nan Proof. Tax Rebate,
Energy Star
(270)227-6238
Last Roof You
I ilett
Ever Need!§
,

A•Ci BRAN(tc-;

270-753-2279'

ROOrING
Licensed
and
fully
insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.
Master Sergeant
U.S. Air Force
1990-Currently Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country.
Your Family

\ A(.1\11 \I

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs. exp. 2938814

iss

•-F r.,(` Fstimatos,
iC Ins
••• 1
270-763-1021
, 27i:1-703-4005
Johhrty.O'Bryin

11114111

1.
.1111.1g.
I It ‘N

Seigle Our-Velez-am

PICK UP

'I'it AV IS
Atil'ILALT
I ON 'S

0 BRYAN TREE
8 DEBRIS
•
fErTlf,(1

We Finance
hollandmotaisises c
271)-753-4461

ist Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway' Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

436-5141 A-AFFORD.
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Horne
improvement
Adoitions. Remodeling,
Floofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

Motorcycles & RTV's

%rads
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

(270)925-5387

75379562

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newity
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W/D,
refrigerator.
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

3BR. 1.5BA House,
Carport, All Appliances.
1 713
Oak.hill
Dr.
$700/mo.
270-293'1446

(270)873-2098

753-7728
Since 1986
24 noun sasevica
Res.. Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or srrtall
,r

4.?.0.4

John Deere Tracto
Mod 790, 27 H P 4WD
with creeper gear, less
than 160 hrs Call 27°474-2759
ask
for
Glinda.
210

403 Tom Taylor Trail

Hill Electric

.0! 1.n.,Ingl. a, ,ept

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behinci Murray Business Center

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
.Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

By The ASSOI
ioday is Mon
305th day of 201
days left in the
Saints Day.
Today's Hight
On Nov. I, I;
Rican nationalist:
their way into
Washington, D.0
President Harry
attempt failt.d.
On this date:
In 1512, Micht
painting the ceili
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If you are a NEWCOMER tc)
Murray/Callovvay County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
A'T 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
amass la
in
;
.
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gins frorn many of our
businesses and professional people. It's their way of
saying, "We are glad you haved moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We hare been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!
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Sponsored by Calloway Co. Homemakers
& Calloway County Band Boosters

6"2" pot - sElm

- 7 Broome)5 Co:ors
fC'heintions Red. Vo'hlte. Pink. Startue & bite Glitter

8"2" pot -'16

00

(3 morns te Pot) 4 Colors
14(luistnuas Red, White. Plink. WWI MotE-hte)

All mon•y must accompany orders unless
tor
business or a church. They will be Invoiced
Order, due in so she 1:xtension Office or so huts Mahler ti.1
lqth
Plants ran be pitied up or will be delneyed on Derentber but
and 3rd at the
Pint United blethodur Church Fantily Lift Center, South
Sth
To place orders by phone contact the Calloway Counts
Estension Office
at 753-1452 or Judy Stabler at 753-7387 and N'iola
1loods at 753-4293.
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Ten years ago
Published is J piLtizie of
limmy Cole ot ri-Star Masonry as he adds another brick to
the new columns being built at
the 12th Street entrance to Stewart Stadium. Company officials
said the 17.5-toot-high column
will join a taller one in the
northeast corner of the lot.
Cleveland Foy. retired building service technician, is awarded a CCM(ICate horiming his 31
years of service to !Murray State
University by. Wayne Harper.
associate director for building
services and grounds maintenance.
The Murray State women's
basketball team won 95-68 against
Bethel College.
Twenty years ago
Pub:ished is a picture of Albert
Gimple
and
Jeff
McLeod
installing tile in a first floor
room of George Weaks Community Center. Agencies will begin
moving into the building next
week.
Immanuel Lutheran Church of
Murray celebrated a rededication
of the education-administration
wing of its church on Oct. 20.
The Rev. Clarence Helmich is pastor.
Recently
reported
binhs
include a girl to Michael and
Shara Olivier: a boy to Lt. Rohen
H. and Holly Eardley: and a boy
to Michelle and Joe Baicr.
Thirty years ago
All mail will be handled
through the new post office facility on Che:stnut Street beginning
Nov. 3, according to Virgil
Gilliam, Murray Postmaster.
Jerry Allen Woodall. Lexington. has been appointed to a
four-year term on the Murray
State University Board of Regents
by Gov. John Y. Brown. Jr.
WtxxIall is a 1965 graduate of
MSU.
Auditions tor "Little Womenwill be held at the Old Freight
Depot The show has approxi-

Today

Vegetarians' dinner guests
shouldn't find a bone to pick

nudely 10 roles fo young people and adults
Forty years ago
DEAR ABBI: My partner and
Regents Hall. a new women's
I are vegetarians (kcasionally we
eat fish. but neither of us ha,
residence hall at Murray State
had pork. beef or fowl fin more
University will be de heated in
than 10 years.
ceremonies honoring past and
We were at a barbecue at a
present members of the board
good friend's house a short time
of regents on Nov. 14_
ago and our gracious hosts kindMrs Effie Kemp. of PaducIs pr,is ir
,•c
burgers espeah Coinmunity. College, formercially for us
ly. ot Murray. has been named
Another guest
president of the Kentucky Nu:at the party
es Association at the meetiri
asked me if
held in Louisville
I'd
be
as
Roses Department Store will
good-matured
have its grand opening in the
as our hosts
Central Shopping Center on Nov.
if I were to
4.
have a getFifty years ago
together
at
Rubye Smith, professor of edumy house. iln
cation at Murray State Univerother words.
would I serve
sity will speak about "Why
meat to OUr
Read'!" at the meeting of the
By Abigail
carnivorous
Austin School Parent-Teacher
Van Bu ren
guests.) I told
Association on Nov. 2.
nim no, to
Capt. John T. Bryant of the
which he ijokingly'") replied that
Murray State College ROTC Staff
I was "selfish."
ha.s been promoted to the lank
Abby. the idea oi- eating meat
of major.
is gross to me now The reason
Recently
reported
births
1 stopped eating it in the first
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
place is my ethical opposition to
Joe Hill: a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
how it's produced. and I would
Jimmie Lewis: a girl to Mr. and
not want to compromise my ideals
Mrs. Kenneth Kremer: and a girl
simply in the name of being a
to Mr and Mrs. Harold Miller.
good hostess.
Am I "selfish"? Should I offer
Sixty years ago
my friends meat if that is what
Local police reported no damthey prefer? I'd appreciate your
age
from
the
Halloween
input. -- WHERE'S THE BEEF?
pranksters last night About the
IN HOUSTON
only thing they said was some
DEAR W.T.B.: A gracious
fire cracker shooting which was
guest does not criticize what his
brought under control.
or her hosts serve. Your friends
Mr and Mrs. George Wilson
are aware that you are a vegewere hosts for a Halloween party
tarian and why.. As long as you
for the members of the Eastside
make sure they don't go hungry.
Homemakers Club.
you are not obligated to serve
Recently
reported
births
guests flesh of anything that doesinclude a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
n't come front the ground. a bush
Fred Bray.. Jr.; a boy to Mr. and
or a tree.
•••••
Nirs. Brandon Dill: a boy to Mr.
and NIrs. L.D Cook, a girl to
DEAR ABBY: 1 am a sophomore in high school who has
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Dosthe responsibility of helping my
sett: a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
mother raise four tsoys and a baby
lames D. Wynn: and a girl to
girl until their mothers tiny sisMr. and Mrs. Glen Kelso.

Dear Abby

nter
Pat
ip-hop artist
S. President
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I MY SISTER , IT KEEPS '"HEIR
PAPRESSIONABLE
cuisu_v
BROKE DOWN
U"-TLE MINDS
AND PUT DVD ' DISTRACTED
PLAYERS IN sER
VAN TO KEEP
THE KIDS CVET,

ILJS-11-1

I Ir SEE.SAS 1'0 WORK
FOR US -00,

exploded the first hydrogen bomb.
h e
code-niuned "Ivy Mike." at EneweBreakdown
tak ten-iti-WEE-taliki Atoll in the
of Bras
Marshall Islands
In 1968. the Motion Picture
Dear ReadAssociation of America unveiled
ers: A recent
its new voluntary. film awing syscolumn
tem: G for general, M tor_mature
wueri*d readGM* changed to GP: thillellAY)1- •
ers to see if
R for restricted arid 3IF dater
they
were
changed to NC-17) for adults only
wearing the
Ten years ago: Yugoslavia's
correct BRA
new democratic govemment joined
SIZE. how- many bras they had.
the United Nations after eight
and did the bras hook in the
years of U.N. ostracism.
back or front? Here are just a
few of the many comments we
received:
No,IT'S Not,
-11AEM
* K.M.. via e-mail. said: "You
you si,ot),-0
G NOT
made me go through my. lingene
K-seC-cr YouR
;WCWIlts16
drawer and finally son out the
ecorstS!
RESPECT.
undergarments I don't wear. Some
I donated to charity-. while others were tossed. Noss. my dresser is organized and stores the items
I really do wear."
* A Reader, via e-mail, said:
"I counted my brassieres -- I was
amazed that I have 21 in my
lingerie drawer. I would say that
some of them are at least 15
years old. 1 still use them. 1
hand-wash theni, and they have
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many known as DNA DiagnostiL s
Center
I www DNACenter
offers two types of testing - home
and legal. Home DNA tests are
used for personal use only Legal
testing follows a strict chain ot
custody. that can be used in legal
paternity, custody or support cases
Whatever the ca.se may be.
options are available Perhaps a
meeting with a social worker.
lawyer or therapist familiar with
these issues would be helpful
These professionals may. be able
to explain the process. help with
finding a reputable laboratory or
testing facility, and handle the
outcome in regards to child support, custody and other situations
that may arise.
DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 wnte in
response to a recent article about
a womim with a burning mouth.
The saine thing happened to my
late mother-in-law about 20 years
ago. She suffered for about a year
and saw several dentists and doctors without help. One day. I
noticed my mouth started burning. It took me a few days to
realize that I had changed to toothpaste !hat had baking soda and
whiteners in it. After switching
back to plain toothpaste without
ail the additives, we both found
relief. I hope this simple thing
will help someone else.
DEAR READER: I am printing your letter because it offers
a simple possible solution for
burning mouth Toothpastes today
not only clean the teeth and freshen the breath: they also whiten
teeth, prevent cavities and so much
more. In order to do this. the
manufacturers are continually fiddling with the formula and adding
more substances. For those with
sensitivities or allergies. such as
you and your mother-in-law. this
can cause annoying, painful symptoms.
To provide related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Allergies."

Dr. Gott

kept their shape.'
FRESH FLUSH
* Sha.,-on in Flonda says: "I
Dear Readers: A cheap and
have always hooked in the back. fast way to clean the toilet bowl?
I just find it easier -- personal
Baking soda 'and vinegar.
preference."
Sprinkle a generous amount
• J.R B. in New Jersey says: of baking soda in the bowl. and
"in regard to your recent col- follow with 1/4 cup of vinegar.
umn in The Star-Ledger, my bra Scrub thoroughly. then tlush. -is hooked in the back. The oldHeloise
est bra I own is from i953.'
THAT SINKING FEELING
So, the oldest bra seems to
Dear Heloise: I learned very
be from 1953! That's pretty dam
quickly that I couldn't stand the
old! -- Heloir.e
teeth-whitening mouthwash conSEND A GREAT HINT TO: taining hydrogen peroxide. but it
Heloise
makes a terrific cleaner for the
P.O. Box 795000
sink! 1 splash a little in the sink.
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000 slosh it around with a paper
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
towel. then rinse anti dry. -- S.
E-mail:
Sands in League City. Texas
He loisei atffleloise.com
EASY ID
FAST FACTS
Dear Heloise: Since my. nal. y
Dear Heloise:
have found
and black slacks are hard to tell
the following ways to use cat apart, I hang them on the same
litter around my house:
hanger. When viewed next to
Freshens musty odors in the each other. it :s easy to distinbasement.
guish navy from black. -- SharAids in traction on slippery ilynn Aucoin from Baton Rouge.
streets.
La.
* Can stabilize flowers in a
A simple hint that Can sa‘e
vase.
frustration on a busy morning.
* Freshens ashtrays.
--Heloise
-- Sharon L. in Texas

Ten Stupid Things
Dogs Do To Mess
Up Their Lives

1
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40
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"Get — of yourself!"
Force
Extend, as a subscription
Too trusting
"Grand Canyon Suite" composLiberates
Inform
Fourlh-yr. students
Cold porridge eater
List-ending abbr.
Forge workers
"Waiting for —"
Wading bird
Egyptian god of the universe
Zeus' wife
Number of holes on a course
Pollen collector
Friend of Luke and Han
Ktck out
Once and again
Colander's kin
Gem unit
Mount
Laughing mammal

DOWN
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DEAR DR. GOTT: With no
access to a suspected birth father
for DNA testing. how can it be
proved who someone's father is'
Testing with siblings is not an
option. If
person has access to
-ispected birth father's blood
relatives,
could a test be
conducted
with them to
prove paternity'? If So, what
is the test
called?
Which relatives would
be the best to
test? Would
we need a
doctor's
By
order? How
Dr Peter Goft
much would
the test cost? Is there a specaal
facility other than a hospital that
could perform the test? Any advice
you have would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.
DEAR READER: Paternity,
to the best of my knowledge, is
best proven with ttte father's DNA;
however. there is a test Irtiown
as the grandparentage test that
can prove whether the individual
is related to the suspected birth
father's family. If there is only
one son, then it is proof. but
issues arise if there is more than
one son because the test cannot
differentiate between them to determine which one is the father. It
can, at least, establish sorne
grounds.
There are other tests, such as
sibling tests, that can be used to
determine whethet two individuals are siblings, and if one has
an established paternity. it can be
used as proof of paternity for the
other.
As for the cost of testing, it
depends on the type of test used,
the laboratory and other factors.
such as whether there is more
than one potential father. A com-

Crosswords

rsiciD

I MINN 11'5 JU5T AWFUL THAT 50
MANY PEOPLE IN T)415 COUNTRY
DON'T VOTE.

Proof of paternity possible
without father

Hints From Noloise
can's Sistine Chapel.
In 1765. the •Stamp Act went
into effect. prompting stiff resistance from American colonists.
In 1870, the United States
Weather Bureau rnade its first
meteorological observations.
In 1949. an Eastern Airlines DC4 collidid in Chidaif with a Lockheed P-38 fighter plane near Washington National Airport, killing all
55 people aboard the DC-4 and
seriously injuring the pilot of the
P-38.
In 1952, the United States

4Alst•AMIE!
\109SW:1).KN'T
TRENT 'OUR.
ki6K LAVE
TONT!

is on the
cquelinebi-

#20

ters• are abie to take Care of them
Instead ot being able to attend a
football game or po to the mall
with friends, I spefid half my time
at schaxil and the other half baby.
sitting. The only "joy" I feel is
knowing the kids are safe in my
capable hands
I have been around babies
my life and I'm reaching the breaV
ing point. I'm worried about ms
future after high school. I feel
like a middle-aged woman instead
of a teenager from the stress I
have had to accept Can you tell
me how I Lan feel like I can
accomplish something more'? -TEENAGE
FOSTER
MOM/AUNT
DEAR TEENAGE FOSTER
MOM/AUNT: By completing Sour
education. For you, freedom lie,
in getting a cotlege education or
learning a trade that Will get you
out and on your own. You should
not have been saddled with the
responsibility of raising the children your irresponsible sisters
brought mto this world. Learn
from their example and be sure
that the only pregnancies you have
are those that have been planned
and prepared for. and you will
have the freedom and the future
for which you are longing.
• •
DEAR ABBY: Tni seeing this
guy. •Jerry.." who is an amazing
person. Both of uS are divorced
single parents. I'm attracted to
him -- but I'm not sure if there
is passion. My question is, do 1
choose security. and a life that I
want. or the passion that fuels
romantic fire? -- SEARCHING IN
COLUMBIA. S.C.
DEAR SEARCHING: The
problem with the "passion that fuels
romantic fire" is that it's so intense
at the beginning that it usually
can't sustain use& Was y.our first
mamage fueled by it'? If so. this
time around seriously consider
marriage to an "amazing person"
to whom y,.ou say you are attracted and who can provide a stable
and secure future.

History

By The Associated Press
foday is Monday. Nov. I, the
305th day of 2010. There are 60
days left in the year. This is All
Saints Day.
Today's Highlight in History.:
On Nov. I. 1950. two Puerto
Rican nationalists tried to force
their way into Blair House in
W'ashington. D.C. to assassinate
President Harry S. Truman. The
attempt failed.
On this date:
In 1512. Michelangelo finished
painting the ceiling of the VailBABY Et
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Saturday's answer
NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send S4 75(check m o to
Thomas Joseph Boos PO Box 53b475 Orlando Ft 32853-6475
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Principals circulate
Muslim e-mail
BARDWELL. Ky. tAP) --- A
school superintendent in western Kentucky says he will not
punish two pnncipals who circulated an e-mail that warns of a
Muslim jihad against America.
Carlisle
County
Superintendent Keith Shoulders
says the high school and elementary principals each forwarded the e-mail. which says
Muslim women are "slaves"
who are "hit" by. their husbands.
It also claimed Muslims were
planning
an
attack
on

Americans.
Shoulders told WPSD-TV in
Paducah that the e-mail did not
violate school policy because
the principals were not the
authors. But he said they
shouldn't have used school computers to forward it.
A woman who received the email complained about its content to the American Civil
Liberties Union. The ACLU
told the news station they are
investigating the e-mail.

Cadiz woman who lost home to fire wins lottery

AP Photo/The

Connecticut Post. Christian Abraham
PUMPKIN HARVEST: In this recent photo, pumpkins collected
dunng the harvest at Pumpkinseed Hill Farm in Shelton,
Conn., are shown.

Watching
the Weather

CADIZ. Ky. (AP) — A
Cadiz woman has won a lottery
prize less than three weeks after
her home burned.
The Paducah Sun reported
Sandra Ramirez claimed an
$80,000 jackpot — the grand
prize from the Kentucky.
Lottery's Gold Bar Bonanza
Ultimate Second Chance drawing.
On Sept. 20, Ramirez had
been called by her father at the

Clarksville. Tenn.. Sam's Club
where she works. Her mobile
home had burned from an electrical tire.
She got another call Oct. 7.
informing her she'd won the
jackpot. At first, Ranurez feared
the winning ticket had bumed in
the home, but found her father
had it. Daughter and father split
the winnings — a little more
than $40.0(X) after taxes.

U.S. issues mail advisory, tightens cargo scrutiny

- With Justin Holland

By ADAM GOLDMAN
based terrorists sent two mail
and EILEEN SULLIVAN
bombs addressed to Jewish synaLow temperature of 32
Associated Press
gogues last week. but the devices
degrees recorded on Oct. 30.
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The may have been aimed at
blowing
U.S. and allied governments tight- up planes in flight. While
Justin Holland, official govofficials
ened their scrutiny of air cargo caught tw.o bombs in
ernment weather observer for
the United
and shipped packages Monday. Arab Emirates and
Murray. reported that the high
the United
asking consumers and businesses Kingdom, U.S. officials
temperature for the month was
say there
foi more vigilance as investigators may be more in the system.
90 degrees on October I I and
scanned
for more mail bombs posNiajor cargo firms have already
the low temperature for the
sibly sent from Yemen.
suspended shipments from Yemen
month was 32 degrees on
U.S. counterterrorism officials and on Monday, Germany'
October 30. Average temperas aviawarned kx:al law enforcement and tion authority said the
tures for the month were a high
country has
first responders to be on the look- extended its ban on cargo
of 76 degrees which was 5
aircraft
out for mail with unusual charac- from Yemen to include
degrees above normal and a low
passenger
teristics that could mean danger- flights amid the current
of 46 degrees which was I
terrorist
ous substances are hidden inside.
degree below normal.
threat.
The FBI and Homeland Security
Thunder was reported on
One of the bombs that was
Department cautioned that for- mailed from N'emen and found
October 24, 25 and 26. Fog was
by
eign-origin packages without authorities was routed to
reported on October 24. The
London
return
addresses
highest wind gust reported was
and excessive through the UPS hub in Cologne.
postage require a second look.
32 mph on October 26.
German
aviation
agency
according to an advisory' sent to spokeswoman Cornelia Cramer
Rainfall of 2.15 inches was
local officials around the country said Monday that passenge
listed for the month. This was
r
.73 October 12, .47 October 24, that was obtained Monday by. The flights from Yemen were being
Associated Press.
.23 October 25 and .72 October
suspended until further notice
26. The normal rainfall for
Authorities believe Yemeni- Germany' stopped package delivOctober is 3.45 inches.
The weather outlook fot
November calls for normal temIndependent
peratures and below nonnal precipitation.

eries from Yemen over the weekend.
The mail bomb plot was narrowly. averted. officials said Sunday.
One device almost slipped
through Britain and another seized
in Dubai in the United Arab
Emirates was unwittingly flown
on two passenger jets.
Investigators were still piecing
together the potency and construction of two bombs they believed
were designed by the top explosives expert working for al-Qaida
in the Arabian Peninsula. the
Yemen-based faction thought to
be behind the plot. Yemeni authorities hunted suspects linked to the
group, but released a female computer engineering student arrested
Saturday., saying someone else
had posed as her in signing the
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a U.S.-bound airliner with explosives hidden in a passenger's
underwear. the Yemen terror
group appears to have nearly.
pulled off an audacious plot capitalizing on weak points in the
world's aviation security and
cargo systems.
The U.S. has been trying to kill
or capture its leaders. and the
American response to the thwarted attacks was still being developed Sunday. Brennan headed a
meeting of national security and
intelligence officials at the White
House to determine the U.S.
response in concert with a Yemeni
government that has been reluctant to give the Ameficans free
rein.
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shipping documents.
Authorities acknowledged how.
close the terrorists came to getting
their bombs through, and a senior
U.S. official said investigators
were still trying to figure out if
other devices remained at large.
Deputy national security adviser
John Brennan, appearing on a
round of television news shows
Sunday., said that "it would be
very. imprudent ... to presume that
there are no others (packages) out
there."
Authorities are also "looking at
the potential that they would have
been detonated en route to those
synagogues aboard the aircraft as
well as at the destinations."
Brennan said.
After
masterminding
the
attempt last December to blow. up
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